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Ladies / Gentlemen:

DOCKET 50 301
| RESTART DOCUMENTATION

POINT BEACil NUCLEAR PLANT. UNIT 2
i

!Pursuant to discussions conducted at a January 31,1997 NRC/ Wisconsin Electric senior management'

meeting, we are enclosing documentation for review by your staff to support restart issues as identified>

| on the Unit 2 Stanup Commitment List. The items are:

#55: hiodify containment spray additive tank controller circuit via MR 95 035.

We are enclosing Work Order Work Plan IWPs 95-035 01 and 95 035 02. Also enclosed is the
independent review results.

Also enclosed is the Unit 2 Core Load Issues and Unit 2 Startup Commitment List dated April 17,1997,
and the Unit 2 Restart Commitment Summary dated April 16,1997.

Sincerely,

\'~
-

&fDouglas F. Johnson ,

Manager- //#
Regulatory Services & Licensing /
hiBK/hds

Enclosures : acto 3 cat 240DT0T>W@,
,

cc: NRC Regional Administrator
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April 17,1997 Restan Commitment Status

9
March 18 Acril 17

Scheduled But Not Staned 3 4-

Awaiting Plant Condition Changes 14 16
'',

-

In Progre:s 28 24
.

,

in Closcout Verification Process 20 10

'

Done 16 27

.

O
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POINT EEACH NUCLEAR PLANY UNIT 2 STARTUP COMMITMENT LIST ~

April 17,1997 Status Update

. Scheduled or Waiting for Plant Condition Changes

| Comensiennent Dme;riion Status
ID Nesuber

Review equirirst return to service testing iguirements prior to the following U2R22 mode Will occurapproximately one
change readiness reviews to ensure the required equipment is operable prior to changing week prior to each of the three

14 modes: core reload, leaving cold shutdown, and the approach to criticality. mode clunges(core loading.
Icaving cold shutdown,and reactor

startup).
Complete an additional Outage Safety Review for the startup phase of the outage. One was cc:xiucted on February 5,

24 1997. Anotherwilloccurpriorto
- core loading..

Modification 90-048 - replace Boric Acid and Reactor Makeup Water totalizers, replace the Awaiting PMT.
39 CVCS control switch, replace flow indicators, and refurbish flow controllers. This resolves

an Operator workaround issue.
~

40 Modification 94-097- remove six RCS Joop drain valves. Awaiting PMT.
Modification 96-054 -install pa gauges in the service water return header from the Scheduled.

45 Emergency Diesel Generator GOI and GO2 glycol coolers, and reset the throttle valves in
that line.

48 Modification 96-068B - eliminate containment heating steam and condensate return Awaiting PMT.
containment isolation valves.

53 Modification 94-095 - replace 8 Main Steam CorArm steam dump valves with improved Awaiting PMT(will be done
design. following reactor startup).

54 Modification 95-029 - replace Si accumulator level transmitters. Awaiting PMT.
Modification 96-063 - replace 345 KV breakers (3-4,4-5, and I42). Awaiting PMT(will be done

56 following reactor startup).,

58 Modification 95-058'O - repair Steam Generator intermediate leg supports. This may be Awaiting PMT.
resolved through analysis.
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61 Work Orders %13568 and %I3569 - provide bonnet pressure locking relief for the SI-857A Awaiting PMT. I
and SI-857B valves (interface valves between RHR and High Head SI) on Unit 2.

62 Work Order %11757 - correct the leakage which leads to boric acid buildup in the cylinder Awniting PMT.
3blocks of"B" Charging Pump. !

63 -Work Order 9603532 - repair the handswitch for 2P-2A, the "A" Charging Pump. Awniting PMT.
64 Work Orders %11624 through %I1626 - seplace existing pneumatic turbine generator Scheduled.

'

circuitry time delay relays with p!bg-in, electronic time delay relays.
67 Work Orders %I i 198 and %11199 - repair the body-to-bonnet boric acid leak on CV-307 B Awaiting PMT.

(lowside tap for "B" RCP #1 seal d/p) and CV-3088 (lap seal d/p for "B" RCP).
68 Repair valve AR-351I per Work Order 9513340. The Unit 2 priming air ejector is blank Awniting PMT.

flanged due to air in-leakage through the condenser air removal isolation valve, AR-3511.

Repair the drain valve for the heating steam moisture separator per Work Order %I3451. Scheduled.
69 The Unit 2 heating steam moisture separator level has been difficult to maintain during

normal operations, and frequent alarms were received due to low level. This will be tested
following Unit 2 startup.

71 Repair MS-249, the Unit 2 steam line sampic valve, per Work Order 9603128. The valve Awaiting PMT.
had a packing leak widch required steam header sampling to be shifted to the B steam header.

72 Repair alarm switch 2LS-2511 per Work Order 9605711. The Unit 2 D MSR level was being Awaiting PMT(will be done
maintained low in the band due to level oscillations and a steam leak from the alarm switch. following reactor startup).

73 Repair 2PI16, the Unit 2 Boric Acid Recirculation Pump, per Work Order %03130. It has a Scheduled.
significant seal leak. -

.

.

b

.

,
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Io Progress Ccmmitmrts .

,

Commitment Description Status
ID Number

Complete a detailed Unit 2 Containment Materiel Condition Assessment, addressing housekeeping. In progress.
I system walkdowns, materiel condition, and instmmentation. Extensive work inside Containment was-

. conducted this outage due to the Steam Generator replacement project.

2 Walkdown all accessible Unit 2 and common Maintenance Rule systems for adequate visual n aterial In progress.
condition.

17 Review 50.59 screenings conducted in 1996. Upgrade those determined to require a 50.59 evaluation. 7 of 21 are completed.
I8 Review outstanding JCO's. Perform operability determinations and 50.59 evaluations needed to 2 remain to resolve.

address the issues.
Conduct a review of 50.59 evaluations from this outage. Ensure all conditions of the evaluations have llave reviewed 50.59's
been completed. through February 1997.

Reviews oflater 50.59
19 cvaluations in progrcss.

Tracking completion of
- conditions through the

outage.

20 Review items from existing open item lists (e.g., NUTRK) to identify potentially degraded equipment. In progress.

21 Review open items from the Design Basis Document development program. Resolving independent
'

review findings.
All open operability evaluations for Unit 2 and common equipment will be reviewed for acceptable PBNP team formed to

22 closure of the degraded equipment issue. Disposition outstanding issues in accordance with review 1997 Condition

10CFR50.59 and Generic Letter 91-18. Reports.

Conduct an integrated review of all outage licensing commitments (50.59's, enforcement conference Review oflicensing
25 items, Technical Specification Change Requests, and Reload Safety Analysis). Ensure all documentation in

requirements are met. progress.
_.

Test all EDGs in accordance with revised ORT-3 and DCS-3.1 11. Retum the electrical systems to Waiting on Operations

27 normal alignment prior to leaving cold shutdown. review of 0RT-3.

documents.

Resolve the containment penetration commitments, including: In progress.
'

28
CP-32 (Containment penetration for Auxiliary Charging line).*

Penetration thermal reliefissue.*
.
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,

.

29 Complete c 50.59 evaluation for the existing CCW supply to the RCP seals as a safety function. Determining new course .

~

ofaction.
30 Update the diesel generator loading calculation N-91-016 to properly reflect the loading of the In progress.

Cantainment Fan Coolers.

Upgrade Unit 2 operations checklists to include requirements for initials, time, and date. During the Walkdowns in progress to
34 review, verify that the checklists are technically correct. verify the checklists and

P&lD's. .

Revise NP 8.1.1, Work Order Processing, and NPTI.3, Post-Maintehance Testing to ensure post- Waiting for output of
36 maintenance testing , operability testing, and surveillance test requirements are properly addressed. Work Control Process

Team to revise NP 8.1.3.
44 Modification 96-065B - seismically upgrade the Refueling Water Storage Tank recirculation line. In progress.
57 Modification 96-069 - replace four breakers (1 Y-06-01,1 Y-06-03, I Y-06-05, and I Y-06-1 I) in progress.

associated with instrurnent bus 1Y-06.
59 Modification 96-070 - replace molded case circuit breakers associated with instrument buses 2Y-05 In progress.

and 2Y-06.
Revise the initial and requalification operator training plans to include a review of the administrative Listing of administrative

75 procedures identified as significant to daily operation of the plant during each two year operations procedures sent to
training plan. Opations Training -
Complete the procedure changes and training associated with the new Technical Specification on Initial training completed.

77 ECCS regarding the new Containment Integrity Analysis. Validating CSPZ.1 on
4/22/97. Will need JIT

training..

78 Communicate specific expectations regarding AFW and EDG status control to Operators. In progress.
Restore a proceduralized capability to operate the Containment Spray Pumps in the recirculation mode In progress.
of the ECCS.

79

Obtain amendments requested by Change Requests 188 and 189 related to Steam Generator In progress.
replacement; 192 related to Service Water operability; and 194 related to Low Temperature e

Overpressurization limits. This will include resolution ofissues related to Contml Room and ofTsite
80 dose evaluation.+ for the analyzed events.

,

.
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,

Submit the following requests for license amendments resriting from the review cf existing Technical in progress.Specification interpretations:

Revise the maximum acceptable power level when crossover steam dumps are inoperable (TS
*

153.4.E).
8! .

Revise requirements for offsite power lines availability to address adequacy (TS 153.7.A.I.a).
Remove allowances in TS 15.7.1.A.I.a for single reactor coolant pump operation..

Appropriately modify the min: mum required bomn concentration in the Refueling Water Storage
- .

Tanks.

.

.

9

0

.

4*

.

%
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Ccamitm=ts ia tha Closeout Vcrificction Process
.

.

.

Commitment Description
ID Number

_

Review 20% of the Operations Technical Specification. Inservice Test, and Operations Refueling Test related surveillance
8 procedures, with concentration on those involving major equipment. Upgrade as necessary to include appropriate initial conditions,.

retum to service lineups, properly specified independent verification, reviewing acceptance criteria, and Technical Specification .
implementation.

13 Review other opersting procedures that contain maintenance activities and revise as necessary to ensure PMT and QC are properly '
addressed by those procedures.

Review 20% of the Condition Reports closed since January 1,1995 which are associated with PSA safety significant systems for
23 degraded equipment operability issues to ensure that we have adequately identified and Uspositioned operability issues.

This has been expanded to a 100% review of PSA safety significant systems.
31 Evaluate the adequacy of coordination on the 120 VAC instrument bus systerr 'brough a 50.59 or operability review.

Implement interim improvements for the Condition Reporting process, based on a review of assessments and identified
32 recommendations for improving that process. -

38 Modification 96-033 - replace control power transformers on Motor Control Centers 2i332 and 21342. E

49 Modification 96-053 - replace an elbow in the west service water header.
50 Modification 95-070 - seismically upgrade the containrr.ent cooling fans and filters.

Work Orders 96015%,9602502,9603921,9611267, %I 1278, and 9611755 - replace proxim?ty switches and targets with an
60 improved design and overhaul the Fuel Transfer Cart to enhance cor. trol system operation. This resolves an Operator workaround

issue.

Conduct roundtable discussions with all MSS \SS\DTA personnel regarding conservative decisionmaking. Technical Specification
76 interpretations, and lessons leamed from recent regulatory communications and perspectives. Review outlier Technical

Specification interpretations for interirn applications.

,.

4
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Ccmmitm c.ts f:r Which Werk ccd Verificctioa is Completed
- ,

i
Commit:nent Description
ID Number ;

3
Walkdown all accessible Unit 2 and common systems for outstanding work order tags.

. Note: The scope was expanded to include all accessible Unit I systems. !

Conduct as-built inspections of the electrical and l&C components on the Unit 2 CVCS and CCW systems (Work Orders (
-

4

9607322, %11140, 9606548, and %11139).
5

Complete Work Orders 9513222 through 9513225 to conduct inspections of Appendix R alternate power transfer switches.
6

Complete Work Order 9604151 to perform foreign material exclusion inspections on the Unit 2 4160V safeguards bus 2A-06 and
breakers..

7
Complete a review of Unit 2 administrative controls implementing or referencing Technical Specifications to ensure Technical
Specification requirements are appropriately reflected in the administrative controls.

-

9
Review the In Service Testing (IST) acceptance criteria for the remaining IST pumps to ensure that the IST acceptance criteriai

meets the design basis / accident analysis requirements. Make any changes necessary as a result of this irview.

Review the In Service Testing acceptance criteria for all IST valves to ensure that the IST acceptance criteria meets the design
.

10 basis / accident analysis requirements. Complete necessary operabihty evaluations, revise procedures, and resolve Unit 2
<

equipment discrepancies. ~

Complete the following regarding installed instrumentation used in the IST program:
~

Identify the Unit 2 installed instruments used in the IST program.
'

r
*

11 * Review the performance of the identified instruments over the last 3 years.
Rt. view the suitability of the instrumentation for use in the IST program.*

Review all IST pump hydraulic data over the past year for adverse trends.e

!

As necessary, make changes as a result of these actions.

Review 20% of the surveillance procedures associated with safety significant non-pump and valve components (such as heat
exchangers and fans) to ensere that the surveillance acceptance criteria satisfy the requirements of the plant design basis / accident
analysis. Make changes as necessary as a result of this review. i12 '

Note: This has been expanded to'a 100% review.
_ .

.. *

Review 20% of the work orders performed since January 1,1995 on Unit _ _ common PSA safety significant systems ( AFW,
SW, EDG, I A,4.16 ky,' gas turbine, and CCW) to verify adequate PMT was performed to ensure system / component safety15

function.
!

WComplete all Unit 2 Maintenance Rule related work order post-work, pre-PMT reviews prior to the approach to criticality.16
:
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. -

Revise ORT-3 and DCS 3.1.1 I to ensure TechnicalSpecification 15d6.A.2 testing includes dynamic loadingcf the EDO with -
j 26

sequenced loads.

33 Implement interim improvements for the 50.59 process to require that all screenings be either authored or reviewed by 3 m mber
of the multi-disciplinary review team.

35 Revise applicable IST program documents to prevent equipment from being retumed to service (declared operable) with vibrations
in the alert range. ~

"
37 Include return to service testing in the plant schedule, both outage and nonoutage.

'41 Modification 92-141 - relocate the RHR flow control valve controllers on 2CO3 for human factoring.
42 Modification 96-073 - seismically upgrade CCW, SI, RilR, and RHR/ letdown piping supports and remove an AFW snubber.
43 Modification 94-066 - install a soft seat in containment isolation valve 2SI-834D, and add a relief valve and pressure regulator in

the nitrogen supply line to the SI accumulators. This resolves an Operator workaround issue.
46 Modification 96-022 - mstall a new 125 VDC feed to 480V safeguards bus 2003.

Modification 94-055 - add seismic supports to the raceway between risers 56 and 62 on C04 (Reacter and Primary Plant Control
47 Board).

-

51 Modification 96-026 - install, delete, and modify supports for feedwater, main steam, and SI system piping for the 79-14 project.
52 Modification 96-058 - move Power Plant Computer System alarms to the exterior of C-20 panels.
55 Modification 95-035 - modify Containment Spray additive tank controller circuit.
65 Work Order 9606626 - reinstall switches on the Unit 2 Containment hatch third door to allow monitoring of door status.
66 Work Order %I 1052 -- replace the 2P-10B switch, the "B" RIIR Pump control switch.
70 Install a new level cont &>I system for the brine tank (T-118) per Modification 92-008'Q. The tank overflows be.cause the installed-

automatic level control sy~ stem is not effective, and there is no high level alarm for the tank.

74 Each operating crew will receive simulator training to gain proficiency in casualty response, the expected response of the newly
installed steam generators and reactor core, and placing the turbine on-line.

i.

e
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PBNP UNIT 2 CORE LOAD ISSUES -

.
- As of April 17,1997

BOLDED INDICATES READY FOR CORE LOADING.

Where discrepancies are identified during conduct ofeach of these commifments, appropriate co'rrective an.1 preventive actions will be taken prior to
core load commensurate with their safety significance.

.

ID # Description What Must Be Done Work Status Independent
Prior to Core Load Verification Status

Complete a detailed Unit 2 Containment Materiel Condition Complete the assessment ~In progress. Draft independenti Assessment, addressing housekeeping, system walkdowns, materiel for systems and verif. cation supportscondition, and instrumentation. Extensive work inside Containment was components needed for core load.
conducted this outage due to the Steam Generator replacement project. core load.
Walkdown till accessible Unit 2 and common Maintenance Rule systems Complete the walkdown In progress. Independent

2 for adequate visual material condition. of those systems and [ verification drafled.
components needed for

core load.
Walkdown all accessible Unit 2 and common systems for Complete walkdowns COMPLETT i FINAL
outstanding work order tags. for those systems and INDEPENDENT

3 Note: The scope was expanded to include all accessible Unit I components needed for VERIFICATION
systems. core load. SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD.
Complete Work Order 9604151 to perform foreign material Complete prior to core COMPLETE. FINAL
exclusion inspections on the Unit 2 4160V safeguards hus 2A-06 and load. INDEPENDENT

6 breakers. VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD.
Complete a review of Unit 2 administrative controls impicmenting Complete the review of COMPLETE ' FINAL
or referencing Technical Specifications to ensure Technical Refueling Procedures INDEPENDENT

7 Specification requirements are ippropriately reflected in the RP-I A and RP-IB, and VERIFICATION*

administrative controls. Technical Specification SUPPORTS CORE
Section 15.3.8. g,oA p.
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, _

Review the la Service Testing (IST) accept;nce enteria for the Comple 2 the redew COMPLETE. FINAL
remaining IST pumps ta ensnre that the IST secept nce criteria for these IST p ung INDEPENDENT

9 meets the design basis / accident analysis requirements. Make any needed to support core VERIFICATION
*

changes necessary as a result of this review. Bond. SUPPORTS CORE
LOAD.

Review the la Service Testing acceptance criteria for all IST valves Complete the review COMPLETE. FINAL
to ensure that the IST acceptance criteria meets the design for those IST valves INDEPENDENT

10 basis / accident analysis requirements. Complete necessary needed to support core , VERIFICATION
operability evaluations, revise procedures, and resolve Unit 2 lead. SUPPORTS CORE
equipment discrepancies. : LOAD.
Complete the following regarding installed instrumentation used in Complete for IST COMPLETE. FINAL
the IST program: Program INDEPENDENT

instrumentation needed VERIFICATION
Identify the Unit 2 installed instruments used in the IST to support core lead. SUPPORTS CORE*

program. LOAD.
11 * Review the performance of the identified instruments over the

last 3 years.
Review the suitability of the instrumentation for use in the IST .

*

program.
Review all IST pump hydraulic data over the past year for
adverse innds.

As necessary, make changes as a result of these actions.
Review 20% or the surveillance procedures associated with safety Complete the review COMPLETF, FINAL
significant nori. pump and valve components (such as heat for those surveillance INDEPENDENT

12 exchangers ar d fans) to ensure that the surveiffmace acceptance procedures needed to VERIFICATION
criteria satisfy the requirements of the plant design basis /secident support core load (TS- SUPPORTS CORE
analysis. Make changes as necessary as a result of this review. 09 and IIPIP 1 f.54). LOAD.
Note: This has been expanded to a 10G% review.
Review other operating procedures that contain maintenance activities Complete the review for In closcout Independent
and revise as necessary to ensure PMT and QC are properly addressed those operating ver'ification. verification indicates

''

by those procedures. procedures needed to additional actions
13 support core load. necessary.

,
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Review equirn.wnt return ta service testmg requirements prior to the Complete a Readiness Will be Independent.
-

following U2R22 mode change readiness reviews to er.sure the required Review prior to core conducted' verification drafted.
14 equipment is operable prior to changing modes: core reload, leaving load. approximately

cold shutdown, and the approach to criticality. one week prior
to core load.

Review 20% of the work orders performed since January 1,1995 on Complete the review COMPLETE. FINAL
Unit 2 or common PSA safety significant systems (AFW, SW, EDG, for those - INDEPENDENT

15 IA,4.16 kv, gas turbine, and CCW) to verify adequate PMT was systems / components VERIFICATION
performed to ensure system / component safety function. needed to support core SUPPORTS CORE

load. LOAD.
Review 50.59 screenings conducted in 1996. Upgrade those determined Complete the review. Two upgrades Final independent
to require a 50.59 evaluation. Prior to core load, completed of verificati9n supports

17
. upgrade those screenings the four coreload.

needed to support core needed.

load (4).
Conduct a review of 50.59 evaluations from this outage. Ensure all Complete the review. In progress. Draft independent
conditions of the evaluations have been completed. Ensure conditions needed verification supports

19 to support core load are core load.
completed prior to' core

loading.
20 Review items from existing open item lists (e.g., NUTRK) to identify Complete the review in progress. Independent

potentially degraded equipment. prior to core load. verification drafted.
All open operability evaluations for Unit 2 and common equipment will Complete the review for In progress. independent

'
22 be reviewed for acceptable closure'or the degraded equipment issue. those Condition Reports verification drafted.

Disposition outstanding issues in accordance with 10CFR50.59 and needed to support core
Generic Letter 91-18. load.
Review 20% of the Condition Reports closed since January 1,1995 Complete the review In closcout Independent

~

which are associated with PSA safety significant systems for degraded prior to core load. verification. verification drafted.
23 equipment operability issues to ensure that we have adequately

identified and dispositioned operability issues.
Note: This has been expanded to a 100% review of PSA safety ,.

significant systems.
Complete an additional Outage Safety Review for the startup phase of Complete the review Waiti 3g for Draft independent
the oistage. prior to core load. closer to core verification supports

24 load date. core load.
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Revise ORT-3 cnd DCS 3.1.11 ta ensure Technical Specificction Complete the revisions COMPLETE. FINAL I

15.4.6.A.2 testing includes dyacmic leading of the EDG with prior to core load. INDEPENDENT {26 sequenced loads.
VERIFICATION i

SUPPORTS CORE
LOAD.

Test all EDGs in accordance with revised ORT-3 and DCS-3.1.11. Ceeplete the testing of In progress. Independent
27 Return the electrical systems to normal alignment prior to leaving cold EDGs iaw revised ORT- verification drafted.

shutdown. 3 and DCS-3.1.1I prior _ -
I

to core load.
Upgrade Unit 2 operations checklists to include requirements for Complete the upgrade for One of two Independent

34 initials; time, and date. During the review, verify that the checklists are checklists CL-7A and checklists verification drafted.
technically accurate. CL-1 E. complete.
Include return to service testing in the plant schedule, both outage Complete prior to core COMPLETE. FINAL
and nonoutage. load. INDEPENDENT

37 VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD._

Modification 96-033 - replace control power transformers on Motor Prior to core load, In closcout Independent
Control Centers 2B32 and 2B42. complete the 67 coritrol verification. verification drafted

power transfonvers
38 identified in the Safety

Evaluation Report dtd

,
9/25/96 to be done

during U2R22. -

Modification 90-048 - replace Boric Acid and Reactor Mahop Conditionally accept Conditionally FINAL
Water totalizers, replace the CVCS control switch, replace Dow prior to core load accepted. INDEPENDENT
indicators, and refurbish flow controllers. This resolves an (needs PMT after core VERIFICATION

39 Operator workaround issue. load). SUPPORTS CORE
LOAD.

..

Modification 94-097 - remove six RCS loop drain valves. Complete the Installation FINAL
installation prior to compjefe INDEPENDENT-

40 core load (awaiting (awaiting VERIFICATION
RCS leak test as PMT). RCS Icak test SUPPORTS CORE

as PMT). I.O A D.
I'.ge 4

.
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Modificction 92-141 - releccia the:RHR flow control velve Acc:pt prior is c:re COMPLETE. FINAL
cntrollers on 2CO3 for h:mna fact: ring. load. INDEPENDENT

41 VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD.
Modification 96-073 - seismically upgrade CCW, SI, RilR, and Accept prior to core COMPLETE. FINAL
RHR/ letdown piping supports and remove an AFW snubber. Ioad. INDEPENDENT

42 - * *

YERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE.

LOAD.
Modification 96-022 - install a new 125 VDC feed to 480V Accept prior to core COMPLETE. FINAL
safegurrds bus 2B03. load. INDEPENDENT

46 VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE,

LO19.
Modification 96-053 - replace an elbow in the west service water Accept prior to core load. In closcout Independent

49- header. verification. verification not yet
drafted.

Work Orders 9601506,9602502, %03921, %11267,9611278, and Complete prior to core in closcout FINAL
9611755 - replace proximity switches and targets with an improved load. verification. INDEPENDENT

60 design and overhaul the Fuel Transfer Cart to enhance control system VERIFICATION
operation. This resolves an Operator workaround issue. SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD.
Work Orders %13568 and %13569 - provide bonnet pressure locking Complete prior to core Awaiting Independent

61 relief for the SI-857A and SI-857B valves (interface valves between load. PMT. verification drafted.
RHR and High Head SI) on Unit 2.
Work Order 9606626 - reinstall switches on the Unit 2 Containment Complete prior to core COMPLETE. FINAL
hatch third door to allow monitoring of door status. load. INDEPENDENT

65 VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE

LOAD.o

Work order 9611052 - replace the 2P-10H switch, the "B" RilR Complete prior to core COM PLETE. FINAL
load. INDEPENDENTPump control switch. .

,

66 VERIFICATION
SUPPORTS CORE

I OAD.
Page5
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Conduct roundtable discussions with all MSS \SS\DTA personnel Complete prior to core in closeotu - Finalindependent
regarding conservative decisionmaking Technical Specification load. verification. verification supports -

76 interpretations, and lessons learned from recent regulatory coreload, l
communications and perspectives. Review outlier Technical -

Specification interpretations for interim applications.-

.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Comrnitment IDji !

'

Commitment Description: Complete a detailed Unit 2 Containment Materiel Conclition "
Assessment, addressing housekeeping, system walkdowns, materiel condition, and

instrumentation. Extensive work inside Containment was conducted this outage due to '

the Steam Generator replacement projer.t, so this warrants increased scrutiny during
Containment closcout.

.

Should this assessment identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the assessment will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Comnletion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable ponions of this

>

commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:

1. Completion of the assessment defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart Issues Coordinator:

A summary of the scope of the materiel condition assessment and when it was.

cond0cted (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 1).
A copy of documentation used to conduct the assessment..

A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of. '

,

the assessment and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition
Report numbers c other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were
none identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RERTART
Action # 1).

3. The Restart Issues Coordinator has verified that the:
~

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the assessment are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

I

j
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4. Completion of an independent verification.

indenendent Review Resuhs

Draft independent review did not identify any discrepancies.

Status:

"

- This commitment addresses the conditions ofsystems and components inside Unit 2
-. .

'

containment. This is being accomplished through 4 mechanisms:
-

o - Use of the System Restoration Procedure (NP 2.3.4). which formalizes a systematic)
approach to restoring 28 systems following extensive work and outages. Most!

- walkdowns were completed once earlier this year, and they are currently being done!

again due to the delay in the o~utage,

The thorough' inspection for materiel condition and operational readiness as part of
o

the proceduralized, normal startup sequence (using Checklist 20).
Steam Generator Replacement Project walkdown and closcout of containment. This

o
(

has been completed, !

o Sargent and Lundy's detailed walkdown of the instrument Air System. This has beencompleted.- !

Discrepancies identified are being resolved through the Condition Reporting and worki

lorder processes,

j
\

-

.

i
*
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
1

Summary (April 16,1997)
{
l
i

Commitment ID#: 2
i' .

Commitment Descriptiom Walkdown all accessible Unit 2 and common Maintenance
Rule systems for adequate visual materiel condition.

|
|

Should these walkdowns identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the walkdowns will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
| If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
i before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this

commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This Itemt

!
I

1. Completion of the walkdowns defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart issues Coordinator:

A summary of the scope of the walkdowns and when they were conducted (report
.

using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 2).
A copy of documentation used to conduct the walkdowns.

.

.

A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of.

the walkdowns and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition
Report numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were
none identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART -

Action # 2).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:
,

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the walkdowns are being

.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

3
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Independent Review Results

During walkdowns by the Independent Reviewer, some obvious adverse conditions were
noticed, which this reviewer will follow up on to ensure that they are recognized within
the corrective action systems at PBNP.

.

J.
The IUIR Pump and Motor (2P-108) have several maintenance tags hung locally ., .
which identify work activities (like an oil change) which do not appear to be on the,

prerequisite list for fuel load.
-

, One of the Component Cooling Pumps from Unit 2 has been scavenged for use in
.

Unit 1. Replacement of the Unit 2 pump is being tracked by the PBNP staff. One

additional adverse condition observed on the 'A' Steam Generator was where the
Auxiliary Feedwater line connects in the Main Feedwater line. The Auxiliary
Feedwater line appears to need more rigid support similar to the arrangement that
exists on the 'D' Steam Generator. Eis condition is being pursued by the PBNP
staff.

Statun

The Maintenance Rule systems (68 of them) have been identified, and this commitment is
being accomplished through two means:

28 Maintenance Rule systems are being walked down using the System Restoration
.

Procedure (NP 2.3.4) outside containment. Most walkdowns were completed once
earlier this year, and they are currently being done again due to the delay in the
outage.

The remaining Maintenance Rule systems will be independently walked down for
.

visual assessment of materiel condition.

Discrepancies identified will be resolved through the Condition Reporting and work order
processes.

'

.

4 |
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 3
.* ,

Commitment Description: Walkdown all accessible Unit 2 and common systems for
outstanding work prder tags.

Should these walkdowns identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the walkdowns will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
'

If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Independent Review Results:

The independent review recommended that clear guidance be provided for these work
order tag improvements, both in the form of the governing procedure (NP 8.1.1) and
expectations being clearly specified to the workers.

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this

commitment, other than ihose covered in the Conditior Reports generated from this
activity, which would impede Unit 2 startup. -

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
.

$

.

"^ '
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 4

'

Commitment Description; Conduct as-built inspections of the electrical and I&C ' *

components on the Unit 2 CVCS and CCW systems (Work Orders 9607322,9611140,
9606548, and 9611139). This will ensure that the associated drawings will be accurate.

Should these as built inspections identify either generic issues or significant
discrepancies which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the as built
inspections will be expanded. Where dis.crepancies are identified, appropriate corrective
and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timine This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Independent Review Results:

No problems noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items associated
with this commi'tment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment ID#: 5
. .

Commitment Description: Complete Work Orders 9513222 through 9513225 to
conduct inspections of Appendix R ahernate power transfer switches.

The inspections will determine whether an E shaped retaining ring on the arcing contact
assembly of some ASCO switches is inissing. Condition Report 95-602 documents the
missing E clip issue. Seismic qualification testing has shown that the switches pass the
baseline functional testing even without the E shaped retaining rings installed.

Should these inspections identify citt.wr generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the inspections will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown,
if some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this *

commitment should be completed earlier.

Independent Review Results:

No problems noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items associated
with this commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

.

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided t'o the NRC. .

1

1

1
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit ' Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID_#: 6

~

Commitment Description: Complete Work Order 9604151 to perform foreign material '
exclusion inspections on the Unit 2 4160V safeguards bus 2A 06 and breakers. Debris
ibund in switchgear prompted these inspections.

Should these inspections identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the inspections will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be

| taken commensurate with their safe:y significance.

| Comnletion Timing: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.
|
'

Independent Review Resulin

There was no independent (QC) verification for the FME closeout inspection. This is nott

I a requirement of NP 8.4.10, but may be warranted in cases of closcout inspections of
critical equipment. QC had properly reviewed the Work Plan PBNP should consider
addressing in NP 8.4.10 as to conditions where verification is warranted for FME
closcout inspections

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Status: .

- Verified closed. - The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
.

e
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment ID#: 7

Granisment Description: Complete a review of Unit 2 administrative controls '

implementing or referencing Tec!mical Specifications to ensure Technical Specification
irequirements are appropriately reflected in the administra'cive controls.

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and;

compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate ccrrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance,

This commitment is also a subset of Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 3,

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Independent Review Results:

The independent review identified the following from a review of 46 Technical
Specification Tests,16 Inservice Tests, and 12 Operations Refueling Tests:

Technical Specification section is not identified in the procedure's PURPOSE section.

(4 instances).

Incorrect Technical Specification section is identified in the procedure's PURPOSE.

section (4 instances), ,

Additional Technical Specification sections should be added in the procedure'se

PURPOSE section (21 instances).

. The independent review recommended:

Revising the procedures to address the identified discrepancies (NUTRK U2R22*

RESTART Action # 93).
. Determining the root cause of these discrepancies.

Maintaining the database which cross-references procedures to the Technical*

Specifications.

13
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sThe independent review concluded that, except for resolving some of the Condition.-
-Reports generated from this activity, there are no items associated with this --

_ commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

._ _

o

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
'-
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 8-.

Commitment Descripliam Review 20% of the Operations Technical Specificatiori. *

Inservice Test, and Operations Refueling Test related surveillance procedures, with
concentration on those involving major equipment. Upgrade as necessary to include
appropriate initial conditions, return to service lineups, properly specified independent
verification, reviewing acceptance criteria, and Technical Specification implementation.

The population considered for this commitment will be the Unit 2 and common

Operations Technical Specif. cation, inservics Test, and Operations Refueling Test related
surveillance procedures.

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance.

, The Restart issues Coordinator will work with the Responsible Person to ensure the
!

sampling methodology creates a 20% population which is both random and representative
of the entire population.

This commitment is also a subset of Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 17.

Completion ' Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier. *

Criteria to Closcout This lital

1. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Enforcement Conference
i

Commitments Coordinator which eddresses (report using the NUTRK system):
.

When the review occurred..

The total number of Operations Technical Specification, inservice Test, and.

Operations Refueling Test related surveillance procedures.

15
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. .

Which specinc surveillances were reviewed (i.e., the 20%). The sun eillance.

procedure number for each of these must be included in this summary. Also,
provide a copy of each changed or created procedure to the Enforcement
Conference Commitments Coordinator.
Sun'eillances which were changed or created as a result of this review. The.

surveillance procedure number for each of these must be included in this summary.
Also, provide a copy of each changed or created procedure to the Enforcement
Conference Commitments Coordinator. - -

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identined.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator or the Enforcement Conference Commitments
Coordinator have:

.

Verified that the Restan issues File includes the summary which the Responsible.

Person is required to forward to the Enforcement Conference Cc nmitments
Coordinator.

Collected and included in the Restart issues File a copy of each surveillance*

changed or created as a result of this review.

Verified that the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review.

are being tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart
Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

The independent review identified specific procedural enhancements from a review of 6
Technical Specification Tests,16 Inservice Tests, and 12 Operations Refueling Tests.

~

The independent review recommended:

'

Addressing the identified procedural enhancements.o '

Adopting a system review of procedures to better ensure consistency of procedureso

within each system.

Providing guidance to procedure reviewers to maintain consistency.o

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Status:

This is in the closeout verificatior. process.

.

16 |
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 9

Commitment Description: Review the in Senice Testing (IST) acceptance criteria'for *

the remaining IST pumps (CCW, Charging, Boric Acid Transfer, CR Chill Waier. CSR
Chill Water, SFP Cooling, and FO Transfer pumps) to ensure that the IST acceptance
criteria meets the design basis / accident analysis requirements. Make any changes
necessary as a result of this review.

.

.ae work has already been completed for the Si, RHR, AFW, SW, and Containment
Spray pumps (the original group), so they are not included in this commitment.

The scope of this review will be ensuring that the IST acceptance criteria meets the
design basis / accident analysis requirements. Should this review identify either generic

| issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope
of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate
corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with their safety
significance.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 39.
I

completion Timingt This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Independent Review Results:

The CCW operability det:rmination states that test flow for IT-12 and IT-13 is 3600 gpm.
IT-13 sets mean average flow at 3S00 gpm. The operability determination is still valid on *
this point, since IT 13 flow is greater than the required design basis flow of 3457 gpm
(this value includes instrument uncertainty). It is noted, however, that the

recommendation of the operability determination is to set flow at greater than ihe design
basis flow. IT-13 is therefore in compliance with this recommendation. IT-12 is
currently being revised and should be similarly reviewed when issued. Ultimately, the
procedure flow value should be revised to match the operability recommendations
(setting flow at greater than the design basis flow, with instrument uncertainty included),
instead of the current procedural flow setting of 3500 gpm.

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

17
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Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

. Commitment ID#: 10

*

Commitment Descrintion* Review the In Service Testing acceptance criteria for all IST
. .

-

valves to ensure that the IST acceptance criteria meets the design basis / accident tinalysis
requirements. Complete necessary operability evaluations, revise procedures, and resolve
Unit 2 equipment discrepancies.

The scope of this review will be examining the associated documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this

review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively,

impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 40.

Completion Timing: This wiu be completed prior to January 17,1997, ifsome
systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable before
that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable ponions of this
commitment should be completed earlier. -

Indenendent Review Results:

| The independent review concurred with the recommendation of Point Beach Memo 97-

0036 that silthough the scope of this commitment has been satisfied, further (Phase 3)
evaluation should be completed in order to prevent funher questions if a valve would fall
outside ofits preliminary design time, it would be prudent and proactive to continue
such an effort. '

,

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

19
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
i Summary (April 16,1997)

.

GlauidtmenLIDA i1

Commitment Description: Complete the following regarding installed instrumentation
^

*

used in the IST program:

.

identify the Unit 2 installed instruments used in the IST program..

Review the perfonnance of the Mentined instruments over the last 3 years.*

Review the suitability of the instrumentation for use in the IST program.*

Review all IST pump hydraulic data over the past year for as erse trends.*

As necessary, make changes as a result of these actions.

Should these reviews identify either generic issues ..s ificant discrepancies whichn
could nega'tively impact reactor safety, the scope on the reviews will be expanded. Where
discrepancies are id:ntified, appropriate conective and preves.tive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitmmt item # 43.

Completion Timiner This should be complued pnor to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment arn required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable nonions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

ladenendent Review Resultu

The independent review recommended that a streamlined database be established to

verify that turrent IST instrumentation is appropriate and possesses sufficient reliability
in fulfilling its design function. It shculd t,c evaluated on a periodic basis. *

.

The mdependent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 stanup.

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

'
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commluntut ID# 12

Commitment Descrintioni Review 20% of the surveillance procedures associated with
..

safety significant non. pump and valve components (such as heat exchangers and fans) to
ensure that the surveillance acceptance criteria satisfy the requirements of the plaiit
design basis / accident analysis. Make changes as necessary as a result of this review.

The population considered for this commitment will be the Unit 2 and common
surveillance procedures associated with safety significant non pump and valve
components (such as heat exchangers and fans).

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the critena in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance. '

The Restart issues Coordinator will work with the Responsible Person to ensure the
sampling methodology creates a 20% population which is both random and representative
of the entire population. .

This commitment is also Enforcemer.t Conference Commitment item # 47.

Comntetion Timing This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

.

Indf8dadeni Revich

As a p*ogram enhacemer6t. it was recommended that the.PBNP stafT evaluate the need to
periodically verify that she Residual Fleat Removal Heat Exchangers (2HX Il A/B) can
perform et the design heat duty of 24.15 E6 BTU /HR (FSAR Table 6.2-7)(NUTRK
U2R22 R" START Action # 94).

The ind: pendent revievmencluded that there are no items associated with this
ccmmitment which woukt impede Unit 2 startup.

.
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Statuu

Due to discrepancies identined during the initial 20% review, the scope of this review
was expanded. All surveillance procedures (Unit 1. Unit 2, and common) associated with
safety signincant non pump and valve componerats (wch as heat exchangers and fans) i

were reviewed to ensure that the surveillance acceptance criteria satisfy the requirements
j
jof the plant design basis / accident analysis.
'

Verined closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
-
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#t 13
** '
. ,

Commitment Description Review other operating procedures that contain maintenance
activities and revise as necessary to ensure PMT and QC are properly addressed by those
procedures. This will be done for Unit 2 operating procedures.

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify t.ither generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be :xpanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 51.

Compiction Timine This will be completed prior to January 31.1997. Ifsome,

systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable before
that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.,

Criteria to Closecut This itemt

1. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section,

2. The Resp' nsible Person has forwarded a summary to John Palmer (the Enforcemento

Conference Commitments Coordinator) which addresses (repon using the NUTRK
'

system):
.

.

When the review occurred..
'

Which specific operating procedures were reviewed. The operating procedure.

number for each of these must be included in this summary. Send a copy of the
index review checklists to the Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator.
Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review. The identification*

number for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those
documents sent to the Enforcement Conference Commianents Coordinator.

,

Sigriificant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were.

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking

mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.

25
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3. The Restan Issues coordinator or the Enforcement Conference Commitments
Coordinator have verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to fonvard to Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator (see
immediately above).
Significant items / issues identined during conduct of the review are being tracked {*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22. .

,

4. Completion of an 'ndependent verification.
'

ladcaendent_Rulca.Resullu

In OM 3.20,"MOV/AOV Operation and Maintenance" some guidance for PMT's is
provided when adjusting packing on an MOV. This guidance recognizes the challenge to
operability for an MOV when packing is tightened, but does not prohibit this activity, To
address operability following a packing adjustment on an MOV, OM 3.20 indicates the
valve should be cycled if plant conditions permit. It does not appear to provide guidance
on what to do following packing adjustments on MOV's which cannot be cycled. For
safety related MOV's, this could lead to an operability issue.

Additionally, OM 3.20 addresses operator action to manually seat an MOV. In section
3.3.4, the guidance. like the guidance for the packing adjustment, appears to be deficient
in that it does not prevent an operator from manually closing the MOV with excessive
torque and causing the MOV. to be inoperable.

As a result of this independent review, errors, omissions, and sometimes inconsistent
cpplication of P13NP criteria have been discovered. Examples include:

No PMT steps to test the function of valve blocks (at installation and/or removal).o

No PMT steps jo test the setting of alarm setpoints,o

inconsistent application of the PMT criteria.o

No PhiT stept, to leak check test rigs when connecting them.o

No PMT steps to leak check water box manways after insalling covers.c
.

instances of need for torque designations in the procedures.o

Installing and removing a filter skid using flanger with flexitalic gaskets with noo

PMT/QC identified.
o Installing a strainer cover with no PMT/QC identified.
o Installing an airjumper without a PMT.

It is this reviewer'sjudgment that most of the procedure changes made to resolve this
commitment describe actions within the skill of the operator. These actions can be
performed without the need for specific procedure steps and without adversely affecting
nuclear safety or the safe operation of the plant.
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The following actions should be completed prior to the restart of Unit 2:

improve the operator guidance on MOV/AOV packing adjustments and manuale

closure to stop seat leakage. The improved guidance should provide suf0cient
limitations to avoid manipulation of the valve to the extent that it makes it inol,erable.
Resolve the use of a QC witness as an appannt replacement for qualified individuals&

to perform flange and torquing work requirements. This can be accomplished by
using quali0ed people :o perform the initial work item and use QC as a second

,

verification only where necessary. '

)

|

Other actions relative to this cornmitment which are considered long tenn enhancement
'

issues that should not impede restart are the following:

improve the Auxiliary Operatorjob functions description in OM 2.6, to moree

completely describe the expectations for rnalntenance activities and the need for and
relative safety signincance of any required post Maintenance Testing.
Train the Auxiliary Operators on these expectations and their relative safety

.

significance.

Address the expectations in the implementing procedures in a manner that clearly
*

improves the safe performance of the procedure. This effort should balance the need

for specific procedure wording with the skills of the operator and the relative safety
'

significance of the evolution.

Slainsi

This is in the closcout verification process.

.

#
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#! 14
;

Commitment Descriptient Review equipment return to service testing requireme Its *

prior to the following U2R22 mode change readiness reviews to ensure the required
equipment is operable prior to changing the following modes: core reload, leaving cold
shutdown, and the approach to criticality.

,

Should this review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could
negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where
discrepancies arc identified, appropriate conective and preventive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # $3. ,

Completlen Timing! This will be completed approximately one week prior to core
loading, prior to leaving cold shutdown, and prior to the approach to criticality.

Criterla to Closcout This Ittmi

1. Completion of the three reviews defined in the "Cornmitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Enforcement Conference
Commitments Coordinator which addresses (repon using the NUTRK system):

When the reviews occurred.*

Copies of documents used to perform the reviews.*

Results of the reviews.*

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
*

mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator or the Enforcement Conference Commitments
Coordinator have verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator (see
immediately above).

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the reviews are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

29
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4. Completion of an independent verification. ,

I 2--- ,a-at Review Resultat

(notyet drqfted)

'

$1816411
'

The readiness reviews will occur shortly before each of the three major mode changes'
*

(core loading, leaving cold shutdawn, and the approach to criticality). These reviews are
- scheduled activities in the Major item Work List and are " predecessors" to each plant '

condition.

4

4

4
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commliment ID#1 15

Commitment Description Review 20% of the work orders performed since Janua'y 1.r *

1995 on Unit 2 or common PSA safety algnincant systems (AFW, SW, EDO, I A.4.16
kv, gas turbine, and CCW) to verify adequate PMT was performed to ensure

.

system / component safety function.

Approximately 80% of the work orders at Point Beach Nuclear Plant are maintenance
work orders, and the original commitment focused on maintenance work orders alone.
The scope of this review has been expanded to address the non maintenance work orders
also.

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or signincant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken comrnensurate with
their safety significance.

The Restart issues Coordinator will work with the Responsible Person to ensure the

sampling methodology creates a 20% population which is both random and representative
of the entire population.

Completion Timing; This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown,
if some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Independent Rey}cw Results: '

'

WO 9501025 This work order was written to in >estigate the excessive loading time of
the K 02B Air Compressor. A " pea size" defect on the cylinder wall was identified in the
WO package with a note that it could not be removed. The impact of this defect on the
operation of the air compressor with respect to excessive loading time was not addressed
in the WO package (NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 91).
.

WO 9506905 - This work order reset the 62/K2A (K28) time delay relay from 7 seconds
to 10 seconds. There is nojustification or 50.59 review for the safety significance of this
change that is with the WO or with the DCN that changed DWG West. 4998466 SR

31
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$38. Additionally, the relay as found setting was actually 12.1 seconds (not 7 seconds)
and was left at 10.2 seconds. The impact of this as found/as left information was not
documented fer its impact on compressor operation. DCN 951021 for the drawing
change references the wrong work order number asjustification for the docurr.ent change

(NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 91).

WO 95%768 This work order repaired tubing connections to DPIS 04007 in the
Auxiliary Feedwater System. The work order specified a 2000 psig leak test of the new ,,

connections, but a pen and ink changed this leak test pressure to 1400 psig. While this ' '
-

may be the appropriate pressure to perform this leak check, the change is not justified or
reviewed for it safety impact within the work order (NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #

92).

The independent review concluded that there are no items associated with this
commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Statusi-

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

'

..
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Point Hench Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

..

Commitment ID#r 16

Commitment Dedription: Complete all Unit 2 Maintenance Rule related work order'
post PMT (i.e., post work, pre PMT) reviews prior to the approach to criticality.

,

'

The scope of this review will be exam:ning the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with

,

their safety significance. '

)
Comnletion Timing; This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality,

independent Review Resultar

No discrepancies noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items
associated with this commitment which would impede Unit 2 stanup.

Statuit .

These reviews occur between the time maintenance is reported complete and when the
PMT is actually accomplished (so as to ensure the proper PMT is done for the work
performed).

Verified closed. The associ::ted documentation was provided to the NRC.

'

.
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Point Ileach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 17

Commitment Description; Review 50.59 screenings conducted in 1996. Upgrade ihose |
*

determined to tequire a 50.59 evaluation. This will be done for all 50.59 screenings, not i

just those involving Unit 2. .

During November 1996, QA auditors reviewed the 50.59 and 72.48 safety evaluation 1.

processes per QA audit A P 9617. The auditors reviewed two hundred 50.59 screenings
and identified six which required a full 50.59 evaluation and another six which were
questionatk. . . ..a of these were found to involve an Unreviewed Safety Question.

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements. Should this review identify either generic issues or
significant discrepancies which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the
review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and
preventive actions will be taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Gaulletion Timingt This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality, if some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to
be operable before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions
of this commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This.htnu

1. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator ;

which addresses (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 17): *

Whea the review occurred.*

How many screenings were reviewed..
,

Documents iriitiated or changed as a result of this review (this includes 50.59.

cvaluations). The identification number for each of these must be included in this
summary, and a copy of those documents sent to the Restan issues Coordinator for
inclusion in the Restan Issues File.
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they werc.

!

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none identified.

35
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3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verined that the:

Restan issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person iso

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Signiacant items / issues identined during conduct of the review are being trackedo

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verincation.
,

, ,

Jr.dtgendent Review Rtiuhn
-

.

A review of 50.59 screenings yielded instances where the basis for determining that a 10
CFR 50.59 was not required needed morejustification, although the screenings were
appropriate. The independent review made the following recommendations:

The recommendations from QA Audit Repon A p.9617 should be impleniented in ao

timely mumer,

Current guidance as to whether to use a screening or a 10 CFR 50.59/10 CFR 72.48o

safety evaluation is rather broad and subject to interpretation. The safety evaluation
applicability threshold should be better specined and training conducted on same.
Speel0c examples applicable to everyday 10 CFR 50.59/10 CFR 72.4P preparationo

should be made available, either in NPilU procedure 10.3.1 and/or ir training.
Technical training with emphasis on style and content should be considered, both foro

initial qualineation and continuing training,
When the 10 CFR 50.59 applicability process for a panicular item is inconclusive,o

perform a full 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation.
Require that all screenings be either authored or reviewed a members of the multi.o

disciplinary review team.

Statuu

This is in progress.

'

.

.=

.
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Pol' t Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitmentn
,

Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#; 18

Commitment Description: Review outstanding JCOs. Perform operability
'

.

determinations and 50.59 cvaluations needed to address the issues. This applies to all
outstanding JCOs, notjust the ones associated with Unit 2.

,

!
The scope of this review will be examining the outstanding JCOs for accuracy and
compliance with requirements. Should this review identify either generic issues or
significant discrepancies which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the

-

review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and
preventive actions will be taken commensurate with ' heir safety significance.

Comnletion Timlar This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.,

; Criteria to Closecut This Itemt
<

l. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restan issues Coordinator!

] which addresses (repon using the NUTRK system - NU'.7K U2R22 RESTART
Action # 18):,

When the review occurred,*

j Which specific JCOs were reviewed.. .

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review (including operability.
,

determinations and 50.59 evaluations). The identification number for each of these
must be included in this summary, and a copy of those documents sent to the
Restart issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restart issues File,

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were .*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking ,

mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.,

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan issues File includes the documents which the Responsible person is*

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.;

37
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Indtgendendniew Resultu

A dispositioned closed JCO ( JCO 96-01) was discovered to have uruesolved questions in
the documentation that closed JCO 96 01. SER 97 003, dated 1/6/97, replaced and
cancelled JC0 96-01 with the conclusion that the " Condition of SW Boiling / Voiding in
Containment Fan Coolers During Transients"is not an Unreviewed Safety Question
because the NRC accepted the " interim operability criterion" described to them in
VPNPD (letter) 96 065. This WEPCO conespondence to the NRC titled " Detailed-

Operability Evaluation of the Service Water System with respect to Post. Accident
- ..

Boiling in Containment Fan Coolers Point Deach Nuclear Plant, Unit I and 2", concluded
,

that the water hammer loads exceeded code allowable values, but that piping code
operability was validated by code allowable criteria for interim operability. Letter
VPNPD 96-06$ dated 9/9/96, also concluded that the incremental increase in risk, as
determined by the PDNP PSA, was not significant for a period of 14 months. VPNPD 96-
065 indicated that corrective actions, based on this interim 14 months of acceptable risks,
would be planned for the scheduled refueling outages in 1997. The questions left
unresolved by the above actions and correspondences center around the existence of a
condition that is an interim operability determination, and how the time clock associated
with the interim determination is understood and tracked to resolution by the licensee. In
the context of Restart Commitment No.18, the answers to these questions would
supposedly be found in the documentation of a Justification For Continued Operation.
Since the technical issue with the fan cooler water hammer is now labeled as an " interimSafety Evaluation Report" these questions appear unresolved.

Statun

This is in progress.

There are two outstanding JCOs:
,

JCO #94-03 involves DC Molded Case Circuit Breakers. A 50.59 is being written
o

to address this: There was one operability issue identified with wire separation which
could impact rnolded case circuit breakers. That operability issue is being
dispositioned through the CR and operability determination processes.
JCO #94 07 involves the Containment Accident Fan motor unshielded bearings. A

o -

50.59 evaluation has been drafted and is being reviewed.

38
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

CommitmentEN; 19

..

Commitment Descrintioni Conduct a review of 50.59 evaluations from this outage: *

Ensure all conditions of the evaluations have been completed. This review will address
the 50.59 evaluations for Unit 2.

The r, cope of this review will be examining the identided documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or signincant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identined, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety signincance.

Completion Tt=ser This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Speci6 cations, the applicable portions of this

,

commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Cleitent Thh lienu

1. Completion cf the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
which addresses (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 19):

* When the review occurred.
A listing of the 50.59 evaluations which were reviewed..

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review. The identi0 cation '.

number for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those
! ducuments sent to the Restart Issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restart issues

File.
*

Re>.dts of the review.e,

| Signincant items / issues identined during conduct of the review and how they were.

i resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identined.

39,
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3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verined that the:
i

Restan issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person ise

)
required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see iminediately above). '

Signincant items / issues identined during conduct of the review are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

' . Completion of an indep ndent veri 0 cation.4 :
!-

1..a .dene neview neaultar '

No discrepancies noted to date.

Statust *

This is in progress. There are two aspects of this:

:

To identify existing outage related 50.,59 evaluations. all 50.59 evaluations approved
*

since January 1,1996 (to 97 007 01) were reviewed to identify the outage related
.

i

population. From that population,18 commi!ments were identified, which are being
!tracked to completion through the outage.

As emerging outage related 50.59 evaluations are developed. commitments will beo

identined and tracked to completion through the outage. Commitments for 50.59
evaluations through February 1997 have been identined and are being tracked.

As this is a continuous process the scheduled completion date for this commitment will
coincide with the approach to criticality.

t

.

.

I

.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment IDH 20
I

Commitment Descriptioni Review items from existing open item lists (e.g., NUTikk) *

to identify potentially degraded equipment. Other lists which could identify potentially
degraded equipment must tilso be reviewed per this commitment, including informal lists
in peoples' desks, etc.

|

| Should this review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could
.

!

negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where
discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

Comnietion Timine This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading. If some
systems / components adoressed per this commitment are required to be operable before
that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be compl.tt d earlier.

Criteria to CJagout This item:

1. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. Each Group Head has infomied the Restart issues Coordinator:
,

That the review described in the " Commitment Description" section has been*

completed for their group.

'Fnat potentially degraded equipment was identified from their review (reference a*

NUTRK identification number, etc. to uniquely identify the document addressing
the issue). -

.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has:

Verified that the Group Heads have reported the data listed inunediately above (in*

item 2).
Distributed a listing of the documents reported to him which identify potentially*

degraded equipment, so that the issues c.an be addressed.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

41
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ladapendent Reylew Renuks!

From a review of all open NUTRK items through February 24.1997, potentially
degraded equipment issues were identified. Details will be included in this report at next
revision.

Sta1MA!
-.

This review is in progress. j,~ '' ''
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

P

Commitment ID#1 21
.' ..

Commitment Description: Review open items from the Design Basis Document
development program.

The scope of this review will be examining the identined docurnents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, Should this review identify either generic issues or -

significant discrepancies which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the
'

review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are identiDed, appropriate corrective and
preventive actions will be taken commensurate with their safety signincance,

comnietion Tl=1==r This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown,
if some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier,

CrJteria to Closcout This item;

1, Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible person has forwarded a summary to the Restan issues Coordinator
which addresses (repon using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 21):

When the review occurred..

Which specific open DBD items were reviewed,.

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this revie,w. The identification.

munber for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those -

documents sent to the Restart issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restan issues
File,

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were. *

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.

3 The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible person is.

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).

43
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Signincant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked !.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22. '!
1

4. Completion of an independent verification.
|
!-

I- N Review Resultat |

fThe following was noted by the independent review: i'- *

'

DBDOf 50 001 .

This item needs more explanation. This item does not address other hazards like

flooding, missiles, etc. If this information is not available, a condition report may be j!
needed to adequately address the acceptability of this condition. Subsequent to this initial i

review, DHDol 50 001 response has been revised and is acceptable.

A

DBDd2 !
The last Open item was closed with CR 94-633. This is a significant issue related to the |
underperfonnance of the service water pumps._ According to CR 94 633 a prompt

;

op rability determination was not done. This open item relates to the hydraulic analysis ;

at the time did not allow any pump degradation. IST allows degradation prior to action i

being taking. When reviewing the CR 94 633 action item status report. it appears that the
correct technical actions were taken. :

N
DBDOI 03 008

,

Condition report addresses nuclear aafety issues only. Additional wear on components
{

may be acceptable; however the need for additional periodic monitoring is not addressed.
.

!
Also, the potential for a personnel safety issue due the additional wear on this pipe is not

= addressed. As appropriate, consider documenting that this is or is not a personnel safety -
issues. !.

DB D OI.% 004 -

"

The valves in this item may be code related if they are protecting code vessels. If they are
code related, periodic testing is necessary, and therefore the setpoints must be known.

_

WE should consider evaluating if these are code related, and if so, a condition report may [
*

be necessary to track this item,

t

| DSDol.06 005 |
'

| The issue documents the missing design information for the nitrogen bottles for the
' -

- pressurizer PORV's . _ lt appears that there are no known discrepancies for this
;

equipment, However, given the operator preference to use these valves in the EOPs,

| further analysis may be appropriate. WE should consider determining and validating this
= infonnation.

,

.
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!
! DBD 12

.
I

} In addition, to reviewing the WE open item list, the open items in DBD 12 were
,

! reviewed. The DBD had three open items. One item was reviewed during the WE
review, and two were closed by Condition Reports. !

!
'

llowever, one of the open items in DBD 12 was quite significant and as a result its CR.4
-

CR 94 633, was reviewed. This issue relates to the underperformance of the service, .
'

; watet pumps. According to CR 94 633 a prompt operability determination was not done *

i nis open item describes that the hydraulic analysis at the time did not account for any -

pump degradation. IST allows degradation prior to action being taking. When reviewing i

| the CR 94 633 action item status report, it appears that the correct technical actions were :
j taken to revise the analysis over a period of approximately I % year.110 wever, a |

prompt determination of operability 'was not performed. This may indicate fuisher review:

!
i is necessary in the CR process.
.

,

i If the DBD Open item was considerea significant at the time, a CR was written and the
'

: DBD Open item was closed by the CR, as appropriate, liowever, the CR processing may
4

have allowed closure without the appropriate operability determination. This is an
~,

j example of where prompt determination of operability was not addressed by the CR
; process.

{

] Statual
i

( This is in progress.
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Point Heach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment IDW122

Commitm'ent Descriptient All open operability evaluations for Unit 2 and commori ' '

;
equipment will be reviewed for acceptable closure of the degraded equipment issue.
Disposition outstanding issues in accordance with 10CFR50.59 and Generic Letter 91 18.

The scope of this review will be examining the identined documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this|

!

review identify either generic issues or signincant discrepancies which could negatively
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are
identined, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significence.

Completion Timla t This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality. If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to
be operable before that mode change per Technical Speci0 cations, the applicable portions

) of this commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This itenu
,,

1. Completion of the review dermed in the "Cominitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
4

which addresses (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 22):

.

When the review occurred..

Which specine open operability evaluations were reviewed.*
.

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review. The identification.
*

number for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those

documents sent to the Restart issues Cocrd!nator for inclusion in the Restart issues
File.

Signl0 cant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were
.

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to fonvard to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
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Significant items / issues identified daring conduct of the review are being trackedo

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Cornpletion of an independent verification.

Indtgendent Rtylew Resultu

According to NP 5.3.7, the " Operability Detenninations Notebook", located in the Work ,.

Control Center, will contain those Operability Determinations for which " final resolution ' ' *

has not been achieved". In the context of this procedure, the strict interpretation of these .
requirements would indicate that the " Operability Determinations Notebook" will contain
only those detenninations not yet completed (and therefore "open" as used in the wording
cf Restart Commitment No. 22). Because of the time constraints specified in NP 5.3.7,
this notebook, by nature, would contain only a few "open operability determinations" still
in review for operability. In reality however, this notebook contained about 69 Condition
Reports and operability determinations with over half of these dating into 1996 and 1995.
It was clear to this reviewer that the expectations for the content of this notebook had
changed with time.

.

While the notebook contained some 69 items, it was not clear what value these items had
to the PBNP staff since it did not appear to be a current or relevant source ofinformation
for"open operability determinations. From discussions with several PBNP staff
members familiar with Restart Committnent No. 22, this notebook was not a document

that would support resolution of this commitment This conclusion is further supported
by the approach taken by the PNDP staffin pursuing closure of Restart Cornmitment No.
22.

,

The following items were identified by ne independent review effort as having relevant
cperability concems (from a listing of all NUTRK open items through February 24,
1997):

CR 92 843 This open Condition Report action challenges the validity of surveillance
data collected on RCS Flow. Since appropriate corrective action has not
been documented in NUTRK as having been evetuated, the validity of

*
routine Technical Specification surveillance results could be in question.

CR 96 385 This open Condition Report addresses indications from action taken as a
result of a 1991 LER, that "...there are cases where the separation criteria
are not b:ing met" relative to Main Control Board wiring. Widle the
" supporting determinations" section of this Condition Report does not
provide compelling arguments for continued operability, it does conclude
that there is "no evidence at this time to support that any components are
inoperable". Given that the Condition Report is not resolved, and a
confusing determination of operability remains within the Condition

,
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f Report, there appears to be a significant challenge to operability for safety
related components with wiring in the Main Control Board.

,

[

!: _CR 96 539_ This is a follow-on to CR %385, which resulted u an LER 266/96-007-
!

H00 that docur'ented operability issues with several safety related .
,

! components as a result of the cable separation issue This open Condition
j Report, and related incomplete activities, are considered to be challenges

to the operability of safety related components with wiring in the Main *
.

Control Board that do not meet the separation criteria. It is noted that a,

_ draft JCO 97-01 and a draft Rev. 2 to the CR 96-385 operability - '
,

,

determination exist that potentiallyjustify continued operation with a non- !,

I confonning design condition.
h.

. . CR %530 This open Condition Report questions the validity of the d: sign basis heat -
if load for the Service Water System. The point ofissue is the heat load

' assumed in the unit without the design basis accident. CR 93-083,-
,

; ' referenced in CR %-530, evaluated the same issue t ased on licensing
'

. basis conditions (that is, the non accident unit remains operating or at hot
! shutdown). The issue raised in CR %530 is an attempt to recognize the '

| real system constraints if the non-accident unit were in a condition
j requiring RHR System operation. The information in NUTRK,

,

; documented in response to CR 96-530, does not satisfy the action item and 4

therefore the CR %530 remains open. While this does not represent an
,

operability issue in licensing space, it does challenge the adequacy of1i *

operating procedures to deal with likely operating conditions and the need '.

|
for engineering responsiveness to adverse conditions.

!

j- CR 97-0C G N open Condition Report challenges the design assumption of breaker
i- wrdination for the Emergency Diesel Generaiors (GOl& GO2) output
4 breakers. De challenge results from the inability to locate the calculation
J . or analysis thai demonstrates this coordination among loads and output

breakers exists, While the " supporting determination" section of the CR -

'
indicates that this is not considered a reportable condition or an operability

*

issue, there is no compelling argument pmvided that bonvinces one that if *
Sis design assumption is not available, that the design basis accident
analysis is not adversely affected. That is, if the coordination of breakers
is not capable of being demonstrated by analysis, then tiils would be
considered a non-conforming condition for which the single failure does
not apply. That is to say, the single failure in the accident analysis can't be
the lack of coordination of breakers. Therefore, if coordination of breakers
cannot be assumed, then it would appear that neither safety train can

. survive the licensing basis safety analysis assumed accident conditions.
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CR 97 0343- This open Condition Repon challenges the 'U striainty and Setroint_

- Calculation"-for two Reactor Protection System htpoints. While this
reviewer does not think the issue resolutiet will c'aange the RPS setpoints.
the sensitivity to clearly document a resolute to an issue that is directly
responsible to protect the Reactor Core Safety Limits must be considered

-in the schedule for resolution. Until a compelling argument can be -

/ documented to close this CR. it should be viewed as an operability issue

. needing resolution prior to restan, ,

CR 961772 This open Condition Repon is labeled as a restart issue, it identifies a ,
weld repair required on 2CC-768 (Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger Relicf

Valve) with WO %13897. The work associated with this work order
number is not yet complete. It is noted that the " System Open item -
Tacking Book" does not contain this hem as a restan item in the CCW

-

section. It is also noted that the CCW " System Recovery Book".does
.

contain WO 6613897 in the listing of open work on the system, but there

is'no indication in this book that the work is a Restart issue. Also of
interest is that LER 301/96-002-00,-- Action item 2 (this is the LER that .

"

initiated the CR) contains a commitment to observe 2CC-768 for flow
induce vibration once flow is initiated through this section of piping. Since

-- this is not identified in CR %-1776 and there is no tracking activity

number reference in the LER. it is not clear to this reviewer how this
- commitment is being tracked to completion,

ti LER 266/96-002-00 Action item No. 3 contains apparent open actions with respect to
_

the AFW System.1 Several of these actions relate to understanding the -
Design Basis and NRC Commitments for the AFW System as well as an
actions related related to Restan Commitment No.78. Given the
magnitude of the issues causing this LER and the remaining issues with
the reliability of the AFW System, it would be this reviewer's assessment
that this item is a Restart item to be completed prior to heat up of either -

Unit at PBNP. . -

CR 96 Ol' - Open Action No.2 discusses SW cooting problems to the AFW Turbine
and Pump Bearing. This issue afTecting the reliability of AFW should be .

*

resolve prior to restart.

CR %-264. This open Condition Repon contains 9 action items relating to the AFW
System. Only item 8 appears closed despite the status being tracked in

. NUTRK. For example, action 2 is tracked as closed and references a
wrong SER to justify the AFW Pump issues when powered from the DIG.
Action 4 is closed to an open NUTRK item DBDOI-16-00l! These two-

actions _ along with the remaining 6 which are tracked as open are
considered by this reviewer as restan issues.
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CR 96 715 This open Condition Report is another AFW reliability issue related to the
pump discharge pressure controller operation. This is considered a restart
issue by this reviewer.

EWR 97-016 This open engineering work request relates to testing the turbine driven
AFW pump (2P29) on steam supplied from Unit 2 RCS Pump Heat. This
test is labeled as required to be performed prior to retuming 2P29 tol ' .

service. Re>olution of this EWR i~s therefore a restart issue.

CR 95 205 This re opened Condition Report reflects the operability concerns with
AFW Flow control. The particular concem in this CR is when AFW flow
controllers are in manual with flow adjusted below accident required flow
when the hypothetical accident occurs. The concem being that operator
action would then be required to achieve accident required flow.
Resolution of this CR is considered to be a restart issue.

CR 97-0109 This open Condition Report reflects a concern for AFW flow capabilities
to 1 HX-1 B (Unit I- B S/G) due to I AF4000 being stroke limited.
Resolution of this CR is considered a restan issue.

EWR 97-008 Action No. I on this engineering work request is to evaluate the
elimination of the 3 minute time delay for the AFW pumps' recirculation
valves. Resolution of this request is considered a restan issue. It is noted

.that the resolution of this concem should not be performed in isolation
from the other open i EFW reliability concems.

CR 96-1537 This open Condition Report reflects a speed control issue with the steam
drive AFW pump due to condensate in the steam supply lines. The
Condition Report indicates this to be a nonnal occurrence and that it is a
long term issue needing investigation. It appears to this reviewer that the
Condition Report underestimates the adverse conditions created by
condensate admission to the turbine. The US nuclear industry has
documented overspeed trips on AFW pumps d' e to this condition. As au .

result, the existence of condensate in the steam lines, sufficient to cause a
speed control problems, has been considered a direct and immediate

challenge to the operability for the turbine. This industry concem is
believe to be describe in an SOER issued by INPO in the late 1980's.
SOER 86-01 discusses AFW reliability in other specific areas which may
also be a helpful source ofinformation regarding these restart concems. It
is believed that another SOER discusses tl e condensate issues with the
turbine driven AFW pumps. The specific reference, however could not be
located at thi:; Gme. Disposition of thie CR needs to be completed prior to
plant her.up.

Si
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CR 95155 This open Condition Repon describes a potential single failure resulting in
disabling the auto start of the steam driven AFW pump on undervoltage.
This open CR needs to be dispositioned prior to plant heatup.

,

TWR 96-08 This open training request has 3 actions to provide training to the |

technical, management, and operations areas for TSCR 170. This TSCR |

affects the CRD Power Distribution Limits and the Operational Safety
Limits sections of the Technical Speci6 cations. Proper resolution of this. ;

,

request is considered a restart issue.

'

SOER 96-02 The action to address this SOER appears to be undenned at this point.
Since the SOER repons on a compilation of events that involved problems
with the implementation of new reactor core designs, there are potential
restart concerns for Unit 2.

'

CR 96-1486 Open action no. 2 for this Condition Repon addresses a concern for the
start times for the containment fan cooler and containment spray pumps
used in the FSAR Safety Analysis. This action is identified as a restart
issue in the NUTRAK documentation.

CR 97-0169 This open Condition Repon address a concem for " Safety Analysis
Uncertainty Due to Water Being Held in the Lower Refueling Cavity".
This is identified as a restart issue for both Unit I and Unit 2 in the
NUTRK documentation.

CR 97-0179 Action 2 for this Condition Report remains open and involves a
.

containment integrity issue with the use of diaphragm valves. This issue
should be resolved prior to setting containment integrity.

CR 97-0117 Action I for this Condition Repon remains open and involves a concern
that there is " potential to be Outside the Reload Safety Analysis in EOP
1.3". This issues should be resolved prior to restan.

CR 96-1796 This open Condition Report has concerns for the cooling capacity and ,

ethylene glycol mixture in the Control Room HVAC system. Siaer 'his
could be a potential control room habitability issue, it should be reso!ved
prior to restan.

CR 96-1746 This Condition Report describes an event where the RHR Pump was
operated without a flow path. 7 of 8 actions defined by the review of this
event remain open. In light of the human performance focus on this event
and other recent events at PBNP, these actions should be resolved prior to
restart.
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IR 96-012 This NRC inspection report has several open and closed actions
documented in the NUTRK systern. Of panicular interest to this reviewer
is the action 4 which was closed by a confidential memo PBM 97 0178.

.

dated 204/97. This memo was the report from PPI on the root cause

evaluation of human performance errors that have occurred at PBNP ,
during 1995 and 1996. It is inconceivable that this report does not contain
restart issues, in addition of this closed item. several open items exist that .
would seem to be restart issues to this reviewer.

CR 97-02'97 This open Condition Report documents an event that damaged the Unit 2
Fuel Transfer Cart in January 1997. There are open action that address a

root cause evaluation,and the repair of the system. These would appear to
need resolution prior to fuel load.

CR 97-0479 This open Condition Report documentr loose body to bonnet bolts on
2MS-244. This condition was repaired by WO 9701772 and is awaiting
PMT. This Condition Report should be closed prior to restart of Unit 2.

.

CR 97-0392 This open Condition Report documents deficiencies with the 10CFR50.59
Safety Evaluations During OSRC Subcommittee Review. The

documentation in NUTRK indicates that this is a restart issue.

LER 266/97-001-00 This report contains 3 open actions related to Safety injection Delay
Times Exceeding Design Basis Values. While the analysis appears to
have been completed, these actions should be closed out prior to restart.

CR 97-0425 This open Condition Report identifies a concern for U2R22 scheduling
seemingly lacking a concem for nuclear safety. Discussions with the
originator identified that this CR is narrow in scope to the period of time
when the Rx Head is being install and re-tensioned. The originator's.

concem is that this activity requires a mid-loop (reduced inventory) RCS
level, and therefore the work completion should proceed on a schedule
which would minimize the time in the reduced inventory condition. This .
concem is consistent with those reflected in GL 88-17. In any event, this
CR should t>e resolved by documentation of management expectations
before the time Rx Head installation takes place.

CR 97-0576 This Condition Report describes the potential operability issue with CC-
722A and CC-722B, the Unit I and 2 Component Cooling Water Cross
Connects. Subsequent to this report, an LER was reported to the NRC
when the discharge cross connect (CC-722B) was unable to be opened by
the procedural guidance provided to test open this valve. It is noted that
CR 95-128 documents a plant condition that took credit for this cross

connect featurc while the plants were operating. The issue of operability
and reportability need to be resolved prior to restart.
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CR 97-0547 This open Condition Report describes an issue of high vibration and
unexpected type bearing found in P 32A motor. This condition is also

de:cribed in CR 97-0513. This issue needs to be resolved in both CR's
prior to restart of either unit.

LER 266/97-003 00 This LER has open actions in the NUTRK system describing
..

'needed LLRT work on two spare containment penetrations. These are ' *

restart issues for both Units,

CR 96-1743 This open Condition Repon describes a concern over the acceptability of
cross connecting the SI Accumulators and reference IN 96-031 (also an
open NUTRK item). Since 01100," Adjusting SI Accumulator Level and
Pressure", Rev.6, dated 12/27/96, was confirm to prohibit the cross
connect line up (Precaution 2.6), it would appear that this CR could be
closed. If this action was not sufficient to close these two open NUTRK
items, then action should be taken to complete these prior to restan.;

CR 97-0517 This open Condition Report describes a pctential unanalyzed scenario
associated with filling the SI Accumulators. Two open actions pertaining,

| to this CR appear to be closed when reviewing 01100. This Condition
'

Repon should be resolved and closed prior to restan.

PPE-1996 This item in NUTRK identifies 58 work activities within Plant
Performance Engineering. While 20 are documented "done",38 remain
incomplete and many of these relate to IST, ECT or ILRT issues. This
condition may border on being an engineering work management issue for
restart and should be reviewed by the PBNP staff prior to restart.

CR 97-0373 This open Condition Report describes the Safety injection High Head
Pump (2P-15A) Trip During the early February ORT-3 Testing and the
actions taken to resolve the causes for the problem. CR 97-0374, CR 97-
0385 and SER 97-016 are all directly related to this issue and all need to
be resolved together. The situation with 2P-15A, as this reviewer *

understands, is that it runs with an intermittent overload alarm when
powered from the emergency diesel generators (G01 or G02). This is
caused by the overfrequency condition ( engine speed is:ue) of the
emergency power diesel generator. At the time of the ORT-3 testing, this
alarm set point was set at 90 amps. This overload alarm is a permissive
contact for the " Low Instantaneous Overcurrent" trip (150 amps) logic
scheme. The specific condition that automatically tripped 2P-15A was
that the overload contact was still closed at the time the operator started
2P-15A and the trip logic was completed. To avoid a trip of this nature in
the future, SER 97-016 was approved to raise the overcurrent alarm
setpoint to 105 amps. This SER does not address the root cause of the
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- problem being the over frequency condition of the emergency power
supply. Additionally, raising the overload alarm setpoint permits the
motor to be run in a condition that is above the normal service factor of
1.15 without waming to the operators. While the documentation in CR
97-0373 indicates that " NEMA standards allow operation of 1.15 Service '

Factor Motors up to 1.25 times rated load", this type of allowance (andc
.

any expected qualifying conditions) could not be found in NEMA,

,.

Sta.uiard MG 1," Motors and Generators" Revision No. 2, April,1995. *

What is found in MG 1, paragraph 20.14.3, " Application of Motors with a
Service Factor of 1.15" is that "When the voltage and frequency are

_

- maintained at the value on the nameplate, the motor may be overloaded up
to the horsepower obtained by multiplying the rated horsepower by the
service factor shown 'on the nameplate".

Nameplate conditions for this motor are as follows:
HP 700
60 Hz
4000 volts
85 amps
3575 rpm
1.15 Service Factor

- It is noted that actual operating conditions today are.within the MG-1
guidance above for operating within a 1.15 Service Factor while being
powered by the diesels. Moving the overload alarm setpoint to 105 amps
d- _ oes not provide assurance, however, that the motor won't operate above
the 1.15 Service Factor. It is credible that with this higher overload alarm -
setpoint, the motor could be operated in a higher Service Factors than that

_

.

accepted by the NEMA Standard MG 1 (1.15), and even higher than what
is believed to be acceptable in CR 97-0373 (1.25).

._ Additionally, Section Ill of MG-1-1993. Revision 2, Part 20 page 5,.-

paragraph 20.45 describes " Variations From Rated Voltage and Rated -
Frequency".___ While it is clear to this reviewer that the individual variances * -
for voltage (10%) or frequency (5%) are met for this motor, it is not clear

_

that the combined variance for voltage and frequency ( 10% -sum of
absolute values)is met.

- Based on the above information, SER 97-016 should be revised to address
the diesel oveW condition and its influence on the tripping of this
motor. Raising the setpoint of the overload alarm is considered by this
reviewer to be an activity that will increase the probability of occurrence
of a malfunction'of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the PBNP FSAR. Based on this conclusion, this change in setpoint can be
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. .

considered an unreviewed safety question, requiring NRC review and

acceptance prior to making the change.

It is noted that the overspeed issue with G01 and G02 has been a
documented concern in the Independnu Review of Restart Commitment

No. 23 and 78. The final resolutions of these issues should be considered
a Restart issue.

CR 96-1488 This open Condition Report describes the Service Water piping ; ,

downstream of SW-64 being 90% blocked with silt / sediment. This line is
'

described as the alternative service wate line to the EDG's and Air '

Compressors. Resolution of this issue should be completed prior to
restart.

CR 97-0218 This open Condition Report describes a potential diesel generator overload
condition. Resolution of this issue should be completad prior to restart.

CR 95-493 This open Condition Report describes a G02 failure to start during an
attempt to run in exercise. The description goes on to indicate that this is a
recurring problem and a root cause analysis needs to be performed. This

I
issue should be resolved prior to restart.

'

CR 94-328 This open Condition Report describes a question concerning the ability to
start and load Emergency Diesel Generators per AOP-10A. While th ce on
the four actions appear to be closed, the issue remains open and not
completely resolved. Since this is an Appendix R conformance issue, it
should be resolved prior to restart.

EWR 96-138 This open engineering work request deals with the need to filter the
G03/G04 Speed Switch power since the speed switch operated while the
engine was shutdown (as reported in CR 94-618). The 1994 CR was
closed based on the new tracking item EWR 96-138. The age of this issue
and its relationship to the reliability of G03 and G04 should point to
resolution prior to restart.

'

.

CR 96-122 This open Condition Report describes the need to evaluate the replacement
of the G01/G02 Start Circuit with a s:ngle Start Circuit. The description

goes on to say that the existing scheme appears to expose G01/G02 to
more faihires. This issue is one of many that by itself may not be a restart ;

issue. However, with the number of D/G issues that are not yet resolved,
it would be prudent to disposition this CR prior to restart.
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CR 96;1422 ; This open Condition Repon discusses the potential for G01/G02 Air Relay
Valve Failures due to rust or scale in the air start receiver. There are two
open actions being carried with this CR that need to be resolved prior to-

restart.

CR 961443 This open Condition Report describes the failure of the EDO air start.

motor to disengage, and the need to establish a preventive maintenaneg .
task that would prevent the likelihood of this happening in the future'.This - *

' '

is another issue that by itself would not be a restart issue, but bec~ause of '
the number of D/G issues that challenge their reliability, this CR should be
dispositioned prior to restart.

,

CR 96-1386 This Condition Report describes a situation where the G01 Woodward
Govemor was inoperable due to a jammed spring clip in the gears. The
CR requests a root cause eva'uation and includes a recommendation to
change porcedures to check the governor when the engine is shutdown.
The disposition of this CR is considered a restart issue.

.

CR %-026 This open Condition Report describes the Containment Fan Cooler
potential water hammer issue. This is a JCO issue described in the
Independent Review of Restan Commitment No. I8. The resolution of the
JCO Administration, by itself, may not be a restart issue. However, the
processing of degraded or non-conforming conditions that challenge an
operability determination must be clearly understood, practiced and -
documented by the PBNP staff so that the licensee, including the licensed
operators, know of or where to find these evaluations; "

CR 95 593 This open Condition Report describes errors in the Emergency Operating j
Procedures Setpoint Document. Seven actions were generated by this CR,
and it appears four are closed with action not taken except to transfer the -
responsibility to another responsible party. This EOP setpoints and the
setpoint document needs to be correct prior to restart.

'

CR 94-147 This open Condition Report describes the need to establish norraal and *

adverse EOP setpoints for reactor level with two RCP Pumps rurming at a
25% void fraction. This issue shoald be resolved prior to restart.

WEST TB 94-02 __ This open NUTRK item is tracking a Westinghouse Technical
- Bulletin that discusses damaged fuel assemblies during refueling. The
applicability to PBNP has not yet been completely established.- This issue -
needs to be completely resolved prior to fuel reload. The NUTRK
documentation reports that this has not yet been donc due to lack of
resources.

- - -
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CR 97 0497 This open Condition Report discusses issues with Temporary
Modifications that do not satisfy the procedural controls for this type of
activity While this appears to be only an administration issue rather than
an operability issue, the lack of admin control of TM's could be easily
become a larger configuration control issue preventing restart.

CR 97-0556 This open Condition Report discusses concerns for the adequacy of a
Technical Specification Surveillance procedure. Since the issue relates to. -
the accuracy of the Nuclear Instrumentation that is feeding the Reactor

.

Protection System, it would seem appropriate to resolve this CR prior to '
restart of the unit.

CR 96-321
This open Condition Report discusses a failure of a containment cooling
fan backdraft damper and raises the issbe of aluminum inside containment.
The issues described in this open CR needs to be resolved prior to restart.

CR 97-0129 This open Condition Report describes an issue with the aluminum
inventories in containment. This CR needs to be resolved prior to restart.

CR 96-1599
This open Condition Report describes a potential internal flooding issue
due to the Unit 2 Tendon Access Gallery Sump Pump being unable to
function. This CR needs to be resolved prior to restart.

CR 96-309 This open Condition Report describes the potential degradation of SI -850
A&B. Action 2 & 4 discuss the physical location of the actuators for these
valves. This CR references EWR 96-104 which evaluates relocating the
actuators up 18 inches to avoid submergence. EWR 96-104 was initiated
by CR 96-195. These open and interrelated CR's represent a potential
degraded conditon needing to be resolved prior to restart.

CR % 157 This open Condition Report describes an erratic closing action on 2WG-
1787, Since this appears to be a contaimnent isolation valve, this CR
should be dispositioned prior to setting containment integrity,

SOER 96-01 This Significant Onerating Experience Report from INPO has not yet been
.

documented as being reviewed in accordance with the NP 5.3.2. The
documentation that exists in NUTRK for this item explains delays in the
evaluation due to higher priority issues. Since the content of this

experience report is perceived to be very mucit pertinent to the PPI report
(PBM 97-0178, dated 2/24/97), the disposition of this SOER should be
considered a restart issue.
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CR 96 891 This open Condition Report describes a potential conflict between ;

Technical Specification 15.3.12.2.b and the NUREG 0737 guidance for ;

Control Room Charcal Efficiency. This has the potential of challenging
Control Room Habitiability and therefore should be resolved prior to ,

restan.
:

CAL RIII 96-012 This NUTRK item is actions required in response to the ,.

Confirmatory Action Letter identified in this item. There are 8 actions *

listed with only one completely closed. The remaining items need to be
dispositioned prior to restan.

TWR 96-059 This open training request relates to the need to provide initial and
continuing training o'n the material contained in TSCR 188,and 189. This
action is closely related to Restan Commitment No. 80 which relates to
obtaining these amendments. Resolution of this item is considered a
restan issue.

CR %-780 This open Condition Report discusses a potential Technical Specification
violation with the Duty Technical Advisor's shift coverage expectations.
This issues may have been resolved already. In any event, this open CR
needs to be dispositioned prior to restart.

CR %-800 This open Condition Report describes a situation where the RPS setpoing
changes resulting from the replacement of the S/G's were not reviewed for
impact on Reactor Engineering Procedures. This is another item that
maybe resolved already. In any event, this CR needs to be dispositioned
prior to restart.

CR 96-440 This open Condition Report describe an unusual noise heard during RHR
pump coastdown. Since the RHR pumps have been successfully run since
this condition was reponed, it is assumed that the issue is resolved. In any
event, this open CR needs to be resolved prior to core re-load.

'

CR 96-252 This open Condition Report describes the failure of Safeguards Logic Test'
Switches. From the documentation in NUTRK, much activity has and
continues to be recorded. This open CR needs final resolution prior to
restart.-

The 66 open items identified above are believed to be issues requiring closure prior to
restart of PBNP. In a few cases, closure should be achieved prior to fuel movement in

-

Unit 2.
,

,
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Status:

This review is in progress.

: All open Condition Reports through December 31, | 996 (1065 records) have been -
reviewed by a multidisciplinary team (an NSSS Mechanical Engineering Snpervisor, a

- senior Electrical / I&C Engineer, and a DSS) to identify open operability determinations.
Emergent condition reports since then are being reviewed to identify additional startup
issues.

,

'" ''

For those condition reports determined to constitute startup issues, the issues will either

be completely resolved, a 50.59 evaluation will be completed documenting acceptability .-
*

cf the situations prior to the associated mode changes, or it will be addressed as a USQ.

Another team has been formed to review the Condition Reports from January 1,1997 to
present.

As this is a continuous process, the scheduled completion date for this commitment will
coincide with the approach to criticality.

.

:

'

.

.

1
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 23

Commitment Description: Review 20% of the Condition Reports closed since January -
1,1995 which are associated with PSA safety sIgnificant systems for degraded equipment
operability issues to ensure that we have adequately identified and dispositioned
operability issues. This commitment applies to all Condition Reports, not simply those
applicable to Unit 1.-

The scope of this review will be examining the identified documents for accuracy and
compliance with requirements, per the criteria in the above paragraph. Should this
review identify either generic issues or significant di.wrepancies which could negatis ely
impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded. Where discrepancies are

-

identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken commensurate with
their safety significance.

The Restan issues Coordinator will work with the Responsible Person to ensure the

sampling methodology creates a 20% population which is both random and representative
of the entire population.

Completion Timing This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable portions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:
,

1. Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the R' estan Issues Coordinator -

which addresses (repon using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 23):

When the review occurred,.

The total number 6f Condition Reports closed since January 1,1995 which aree

associated with PSA safety significant systems.
Which specific Condition Reports were reviewed (i.e., the 20%). The Condition.

Report number for each of these must be included in this summary.
. - Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review. The identification

number for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those

,
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.

documents sent to the Restan issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restart issues
File.

Significant items / issues identined during conduct of the review and how they were
.

resolved (can simply referene: Condition Repon numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identined.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has veri 6ed that the:
'. .

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is
*

required to forward to tim Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked

.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
.

Independent Review Resuus:

The independent review resulted in 17 additional closed Condition Reports being re-
opened. Details will be included in this repon at next revision.

Status:

This is in the closecut veri 6 cation process. The review has been completed. 40 closed
Condition Renons were identified by the Point Beach review as needing re-opening.

This review was expanded to a 100% review of the PSA safety significant systems, due to
issues identined in the 20% review (13 of 48 Condition Repons were re-opened due to
operability questions).

'

.

&
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 24

Commitment Description: Complete'an additional Outage Safety Review for the ; -
,

startup phase of the outage. This will evaluate the remainder of the outage schedule from
a nuclear safety perspective, not a scheduling perspective. '

,

Should this review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which could
negatively impact reactor safety, the. scope of the review will be expanded. Where
discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

Comnletion Timine: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Criteria to Closecut This Item-

| 1. Completion of the review defmed in the " Commitment Description" section.
|
'

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
which addresses (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART 4

Action # 24):

When the review occurred.*

A description of what was reviewed.*

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this review. The identification*

number for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those
documents sent to the Restart Issues Coordinator for inclusion ihn the Restart Issues

'

File.
.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
,

mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,
_

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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Independent Revinv Results:

No discrepancies yet noted.

Status;

One review was conducted on February 5,1997. Comments from that review are being
.' addressed. New comments based on emergent work will be addressed prior to core load.

*

, .
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Com' itmentm
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment _UMt 25.

tcommitment Description: Conduct an integrated review of all outage licensing '- '

.

commitments (50.59's, enforcement conference ~ items. Technical Specification Qange
Requests, and the Reload Safety, Analysis). Ensure all requirements are met.

The scope of this review will be to identify outstanding licensing commitment issues

which need to be resolved prior to mode changes. Those issues will then be appropriately
resolved. Should this review identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies
which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the review will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timing; This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Closecut This Item:
i
'

1, Completion of the review defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
which addresses (repon using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 25):

.

When the review occurred..

A description of what was reviewed..

A list of the outstanding licensing commitment issues that need to be resolved.

prior to mode changes.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking *

mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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Indsgtndent Review Resultn

No discrepancies yet noted.

Status:

Licensing documentation is still being reviewed to satisfy this commitment.

s* ..,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary.(April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 26

Commitment Description Revise ORT-3 and DCS 3.1.11 to ensure Technical .

.,
,

Specification 15.4.6.A.2 testing includes dynamic loading of the EDG with sequenced
loads. '

,

Comnletion Timiner This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

!
'

| Independent Review Resul.tn

| No discrepancies noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items
j associated with this commitment which would impede Unit 2 startup.

Status

Verifico clesed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC,

. .

%
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 27
'

Commitment Description: Test all EDGs in accordance with revised ORT-3 and DCS-
*-

3.1.11. Retum the electrical systems to normal alignment prior to leaving cold shutdown.

Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:

1. Completion of the actions defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
which addresses (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART
Action # 27):

When the actions defined in the " Commitments Description" section were*

completed.|

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking

mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified.

3. The Resiart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a **

tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

During the performance of ORT-3, speed control (frequency) and diesel loading were
documented for all four diesels as follows: G-01 at 1180 Kwe at 61.46 Hz; G-02 at 1250
Kwe at 61.3 Hz; G-03 at 1650 Kwe at 60 Hz, and G-04 at 1620 Kwe at 60.05 Hz. ORT-
3 did not require this data collection and therefore did not have any acceptance criteria.
The frequency on G-01 and G-02 is well outside that which is identified in the FSAR
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the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (Restart Commitment # 23 Independent RChapter 8 and has been earlier identified as having an adverse affect on the reliability of3

I
condition for G 01 and G 02.This issue needs to be addressed by WEPCO and determined to be an acceptableview Report).f

e

Because of the equipment problems experienced during the performanc
and because of the revised integration of the testing approach many tempore of the 'A' Train

needed to be made to ORT-3 to successfully perform the test. As a result of thary changes.
,

this documentation will receive once released to file by Oper tie scrutiny *

the temporary changes and their implementation should be perfa ons, a QC verification of
compliance to the Point Beach Administrative requirements for these typormed to verify

actually made to the procedures ( there are two ORT-3 procedures igned off frevisions. Specifically, QC should be requested to verify that each temporary h
-

e ofprocedure
c ange

testing) was properly addressed by the temporary change door this
cumentation.

Status:

documentation. QA will then determine whether the temporary change dThis had been reported as complete, but final reviews are being conducted f ho t e ORT-3

in accordance with administrative controls, and the procedure content iocumentation is
reconstmet what happened. s adequate to

,

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 28 -

Commitment Description: Resolve the containment penetration commitments.
'

..

including:
,

,

CP-32c (Contaimnent penetration for auxiliary charging line). A small leak (4 dropse

per minute at 1900 psig) was found in the 3/4 inch Si test line (CPP 32b), This was
documented on Condition Report 97-0003.
Penetration thermal reliefissue. This issue concems the potential for*

overpressurization of piping passing through containment, the result causing a loss of
| containment integrity. For this to be a concem, the piping must be water-solid and

isolated by two non relieving containment isolation valves. Condition Report 96-470

| was initiated regarding this following an industry operating experience item from
; Maine Yankee, which was followed-up by IN 96-049 and Generic Letter 96-06. The
'

PBNP initial response to the Generic Letter was sent to the NRC under VPNPD 96-
090.

Should generic issues or significant discrepancies be identified during this resolution
which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of this effort will be expanded.

' Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Completion Timine This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown. ,

Criteria to Closecut This Item:
.

1. Resolution of the containment penetration commitments defined in the " Commitment
Description" section.

,

.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded a summary to the Restart issues Coordinator
which addresses (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART

Action # 28):

When the actions described in the " Commitments Description" section were.

completed.
What specifically was done to resolve the containment penetration commitments..

Documents initiated or changed as a result of this task. The identification number*

for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy of those documents
sent to the Restart Issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restart issues File.
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Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were -
o

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
_

mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified.

- 3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the: -
*

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is
* '

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (seeimmediately above). ,
- + - Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a -

tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.
.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
,

I ' M =t Review Resulta!
.

No discrepancies yet noted.

Statum

CP-32c (Containment penetration for auxiliary charging line)- this line is protected by air -
operated CV-12%, so no modification is required. It was tested per ORT-46.

CP-32b (3/4 inch Si test line)- this work is complet,. Similar Unit 2 containment
penetrations were inspected and found to be intact, so this is not considered a generic
problem. A work order has been initiated to perfonn these same inspections duringU1R24

Penetration thermal reliefissue - the concem is being evaluated under Condition Report
%-470 (also identified by IN %049 and GL %-06). The following lines were identified
as concems by the evaluation:

l'-l 1 (RCP seal water retum line) operability for Unit I required 2 inches of cal /sil
*

Ie
'

; insulation inside containment. Insulation was installed per Work Order 9700318. A-
four-hour NRC event notification was made conceming this,on Unit 1, and an LER is
being submitted.1 -11 is being modified per MR %057*B (modification not yetP *

approved; will be installed following the ILRT) to install a check valve around 1CV-
. 313A inside containment to provide an ove. pressure protection flow path. Diaphram
ICV-14% is being replaced'with a Whitey valve to address the temperature concem.
Potential overpressure concerns exist for the pressurizer liquid sample line (P-28b).

o

Penetration P-28b will require pressure relief by MR %-057'D, which will occur.
following completion of MR %057*B. The parts have been ordered, but work
documentation has not been approved.' ,

'

P-12a (DI water supply line)- The Unit 1 D1 water supply line has been drained three
.

times. Three gallons drained out the first time, four ounces was drained one week__
_
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,

later, and three ounces was drained several weeks later. This confirms that the line j
1

will not become water solid during the operating cycle due to valve leak by. For Unit
2, Cli 1b has been r : sed on February 11.,1997, to ensure the D1 water supply line

does not becoms'" t niid during power operation. This will result in one PAB DI
- hose station being 1 ed from service. As a long tenn solution, modifications will
be required to allow iso;ating P-12a piping without causing a loss of DI water to other/

.
components. .

~ ~

. P 30c (Pressurizer relief tank makeup)- this line is protected by air operated.
* *

diaphram valves, so no modification is necessary.
P 53 (Fleating steam condensate return) this line was verified not wster solid on*

Unit 1. For Unit 2, this line is being cut and weld-capped per MR 96-068 during
U2R22,

,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

'

Commitment ID#; 29

Commitment Description: Complete a 50.59 cvaluation for the existing CCW suphly to *
the RCP seals as a safety function, in 1992, Point Beach Nuclear Plant committed to
making this configuration consistent with the classification of that function as a safety
function. This is already classified as safety related from a pressure boundary standpoint,
but not for the flow function.

.

Should this evaluatien identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of this effon will be expanded. Where
discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

4 Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:

1. Completion of the 50.59 evaluation.>

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed 50.59 evaluation.*

A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of*

this task and how they were resolv ;d (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 29).

*
3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant itemshues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a*

tracking system wnich is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

.
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independent Review Results:

This was reported as complete by the Responsible Person.- The independent review
identified thM 'he reported closure actions did not meet the commitment. The issue has
been re-opened.

Status:

*

A document has been completed which provides a history ofissues associated with
.

system functional reclassification, proposed physical system configuration modifications,
.

and an evaluation of the conformance of the present configuration with the FSAR. This,
however, does not meet the intent of the commitment, so additional actions are being
determined.

.
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Point Hench Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restnet Commitment
Suramary (April 16,1991)

..

Captajiment ID#1 30

Commitment Descriptient Update the diesel generator loading calculation N 91015 to -
properly reflect the loading of the Containmer.t Fan Coolers. .

| Where discrepancies are identined, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance.

Campladen Timlagt This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Crlierin to Closecut This lits &t

1. Completion of the diesel generator loading calculation task update defined in the
" Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart issues Coordinator:

l
A copy of the revised coverpage to the diesel generator loading calculation N 91-'

*

016 and the page showing the new reference (#61).
A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of*

this task and how they were resolved (can simply ref:rence Condition Repon
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR s statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 30).

3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restan issues Coordinator (see immediately above), *

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a*

tra: king system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
.

ladependent Review Resulist

Not yet drafted. <

.
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Statuu
,

This is in progress.

Testing was perfonned during the ILRT to measure the electneal consumption of the
Contairunent Fan Coolers. and calculation 97 0038 is being updated. DAPPER will then
verify that the loading on the diesels, based on the new valun will not exceed the

'

acceptance value. Calculation N.91016 will be revised at the completion of the .

DAPPER run. ,

,

s

e
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitnient
Summary (April 16,1997)

4

;

| Commitment ID#: 31

| commitment Description: Evaluate the adequacy of coordination on the 120 VAb
| Instmment bus system through a 50.59 evaluation or operability determination. '

Should this evaluation identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which
could negatively impact reactor safcty, the scope of the evaluation will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be
taken commensurate with their safety significance,

Cnapletian Timine This should be cornpleted prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Closcout This item:

1. Completion of the evaluation / operability review defined in the " Commitment
Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restan issues Coordinator:

A copy of the 50.59 evalua' tion or operability determination..

A summary which addresses sigrJficant items / issues identified during conduct of
.

this task and how they were resolve (can simply reference Condition Repond

numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none
identified (repon using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 31).

3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the:
.

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is
.

.

required to forward to the Restan issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a.

tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

indenendent Review Resultat

Not yet drafted.
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Statuu

This is in the closecut veri 0 cation process.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

CnamitmenLIDs 32

1Commitment Descriptioni implement interim improvements for the Condition *

Reporting process, based on a review of assessments and identined recommendations for
improving that process.

j Connpletion Timiner This will be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to criticality.

| Criteria to Closcout This lignal

| 1. Completion of the implementation ofinterim improvements for the Condition
! Reporting process defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart issues Coordinator:
|

A copy of the interim improvements for the Condition Reponing process.e

A copy of the Corrective Action Process Team report and action plan..

A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of.

this task and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Repon
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none

,

identified (repon using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 32),

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Resta'rt issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restan issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a*

tracking system whic.h is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22. *

4. Completion of an independent verification.
.

Independent Review Results:

Several recommendations for improving the process were identined (previously

discussed with members of the Corrective Action Process Team).

Statual

This is in the closecut verification process.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997),

Commitment II)#1 33,

CommitmenLilsacriallant implement interim improvements for the 50.59 process'to' -

require that all screenings be either authored or reviewed by a member of the multi-
disciplinary review team. .

Comnletion Timinnt This will be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to criticality,

indtstadtat Review Resultst

Monitor procedure NP 10.3.1 feedback / Form PDF 1515 user feedback. Periodic review

of 10 CFR 50.59/10 CFR 72.48 screenings should be performed to verify that the changes
to NP 10.3.1 and PDF 1515 are estaHishing programmatic consistency of the screening

documents (NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 90).

Status

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

~

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Coinmitment
Summary (April 16,1997) .

Commitment ID#: 34

''
Commitment Descrintiont Upgrade Unit 2 operations checklists to include - .

requirements for initials, time, and date. During the review, verify that the checklists are
! technically correct. ,

| Should this upgrade identify either generic issues or significant discrepancies which

| could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the upgrade will be expanded. Where
'

discrepancies are identified, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be taken
commensurate with their safety significance.

This is also a subset of Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 18.

Comnletion Timine *D11s should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.
If some systems / components addressed per this commitment are required to be operable
before that mode change per Technical Specifications, the applicable ponions of this
commitment should be completed earlier.

Criteria to Closcout This item!

1. Completion of the actions defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Enforcement Conference Commitments
Coordinator:

A listing of which Unit 2 operations checklists were reviewed, with an indication.

of which were revised (repon using the NUTRK system).
A copy of each revised Unit 2 operations checklist..

. A swnmary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of .
this task and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) DE a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator (see
immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a.

tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.
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4. Completion of an independent verincation.

Independtnt Review Resultsi

in reviewing the " Action item Status Report" dated 2/l1/97 for this Commitment #34
the population of Checklists reviewed for this commitment was 22 based on a list
provided by Operations. This rtat'ts report identines an additional 38 checklists that are
common to both Units but were deemed not to be part of the commitment. Using the i .

Operations Checklist index, Rev.139, dated February l l,1997 however, there appears ,
to be a discrepancy with the number ofchecklists that are designated Unit 2. The index
identifies at least 26 Checklists that are designated Unit 2.

During the review, a verification that the che.cklists are technically correct was to be
performed. The expectations for what this review really was rneant to accomplish varies
with those involved with the work. From interviews with the people actually initiating
several of the changes, the review was ensuring the new checklist was technically the
same as the previous list, except for known new components that were added and the

correction of any obvious administrative typing errors. At least on these examples, there
was not a walk down of the system to verify the accuracy and correctness of the checklist

*

as was expected by others. The " Technical Review" sign off on the change cover sheet
(PDF 0026a) for these examples was not intended to verify the technical correctness of
the checklist. From discussions, this signature verified the specific change to the
checklist was conect. In these cases, the only changes to the checklist were
administrative and therefore technical correctness of the list ofcomponents on the
checklist was done to the extent described above by tl.e iraitiator of the changes

Stahui

This has been re opened to address hn increased number of checklists and greater

consistency in the technical verifications. Field walkdowns to verify the adequacy of the
checklists and P&lD's arc in progress.

'

.

4
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Point Beach Nucicar Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID# 35-

Commitment Descriptioni Revise applicable IST program documents to prevent '
'

'

equipment from being retumed to service (declared operable) with vibrations in'the alen
range.

Should this revision effort identify either generic issues or sign 10 cant discrepancies
which could negatively impact reactor safety, the scope of the elTon will be expanded.
Where discrepancies are identined, appropriate corrective and preventive actions will be

I taken commensurate with their safety signl0cance.
1

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 41.

Comnletion Timiner This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

indenendent Review Results,

I
'

No discrepancies noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items

associated with this commitment which would impede Unit 2 stanup.
.

Status:

Verined closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

CommitmenLIDMI 36

Commitment Descriptient Revise NP 8.1.1, Work Order Processing, and NP 8.I'3) *

Post Maintenance Testing, to ensure post maintenance testing, operability testing. and
surveillance testing requirements are properly addressed.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Cornmitment item # 57.
.

ComnI* tion Timiner This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality.

Criteria to Closecut This itemt

1. Completion of the actions defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Enforcement Conference Commitments
Coordinator:

A copy of the revised documents.*

A summary which addresses significant items / issues identified during conduct of*

this task and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that ther.e were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator (see
immediately above). *

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the task are being tracked in a*

tracking system which is being reviewed per Restait, Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

i

j Independent Review Resuks

It is noted that NP 8.1.1 step 5.7 addresses identification of PMT's as the responsibility of
the Work Group. However, NP 8.1.3 seems to say in step 5.1.1 that this responsibility
resides with the Maintenance manager and I&C Manager,

,

'

89
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NP 8.1.3, Rev I, dated FebtJ ry 24,1995 was reviewed and a reference to NP 8.1.1
csuld not be identined. Additionally, this procedure does not appear to address the
PhtT's now performed and doeurnented in operating procedures (restar1 commitment #
13). There also appears to be conflicting or at least inconsistent guidance in the Ph1T
requirements in NP 8.1.3 Attachment A, and OM 3.20. "MOV/AOV Operation and
Maintenance". ' '

Based on this independent review, i does not appear that NP 8.1.3, Rev.1, dated February. -t
,

24,1995 satisnes Restan Commitment # 36. NP 8.1.3, Rev. I should be reviewed and
revised as necessary to reflect current management expectations for proper Post.

'

Maintenarlee Testing.

Status:
.

This has been re-opened to incorporate changes to NP 8.1.3.

.

.

.

.

Y
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commhment ID#137

Commhment.nescription: Include return to service testing in the plant schedule, boih -

outage and nonoutage. .

.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 59.

| Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Independent Review Resulin
|

No discrepancies noted. The independent review concluded that there are no items
associated with this commitment which would impede Unit 2 stanup.

Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

.

0
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Point Ileach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

'

Commitment ID# 38

Commiternt Descriptient The following modification will be in an accepted status -

| (i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing ct,mpleted satisfactorily, and the associated somponent/ system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:-
Modification 96-033 replace control power transformers on Motor Control Centers

| 2B32 and 2B42. *

|

These control power transformers were identified as being relatively undersized. This
i modification will replace the approximately 60 existing Unit 2 control power
'

transformers with larger ones to increase the margin for performing their function.

There are approximately 30 common control power transformers associated with this
modification which will be replaced after U2R22, during a system outage or when the
equipment is not required.

Comnletion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 core
loading.

Criteria to Closcout This Item

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restan
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package.*
.

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the. *

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) .QR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
38).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that:

The Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person*

is required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
The Duty Shift Supenisor's signature and date is on the copy of the installation.

Work Package page.

93
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o The signincant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being
tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed p r Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Rcrica.Resititsi

The Safety Evaluation screening identified that Work Order 9606757 was written for . .

'

replacement of breaker B52 327C. WO 9606757 identified that is was written for
,

breaker B52 326M. A Work Order already existed for breaker B52 326M (,WO
9606756), therefore, WO 9606757 was signed off noting that it was a duplicate and no
work was performed. WO 9612224 was subsequently created to provide direction for
replacement of breaker B52 327C. The RE was notified to make the appropriate pen and
ink changes to the Safety Evaluation screening document.

Verification of pen and ink changes to the Control Room /WCC drawings was performed.
The Document Update Sheet (DUS) identified that pen and ink changes to the
Westinghouse Elementaries (499B466 series) are required for acceptance of the
modification. The controlled drawings associated with the above Work Orders were
verified to be marked up in the WCC. During this review, it was discovered that breaker
B52-429M was not identified as a spare breaker on Westinghouse drawing 4990466
Sh.597B as it is in the design documents and Work Order. The Westinghouse drawings
list the breaker as the power supply to the W 12D G02 exhaust fan. Condition Report CR
97 0689 was initiated to track this restart issue. The description of the CR identifies that
improper testing was performed on the breaker since testing of the exhaust fan was not
conducted. However, based on review of the Master Data Book (3.2.6) and a field
walkdown, this breaker is a spare and Westinghouse drawing 499B466 Sh.597B is
incorrect. This CR remains valid but should be assigned to the RE of the modification
which spared the breaker out. To avoid any confusion, Westinghouse drawing 499B466
Sh. 597B necd' to be revised in the WCC/ Control Room to accurately depict breaker,

B52-429M as a spare.

Work Order 9606812 was written for replacement of spare breaker 2BS2-427J. The
Work Plan for this breaker replacement incorrectly identified the spare breaker number as .

2B52 325C. The first 12 steps of this Work Plan were performed and signed off on the
21a and 22nd of November. On November 24, all references to the 2B52 325C breaker

number were lined out and changed to 2B52-427J (with the exception of step 5 which
was inadvertently missed). This was done in steps which were previously signed off as
being completed. Condition Report CR 97-0676 was initiated to identify this issue. A
physical walkdown of the MCC's was performed to verify the replacement work. Both
cf the breakers had the new 150VA transformers installed. Further review of the Work
Orders identified that WO 9606749 provided direction for the replacement of 2BS2-
325C. In addition, the RE has made a pen and ink change to step 5 of the completed
Work Order to reflect the change to 2B52-427J.

94
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The Work I'lan for WO 9606812 inconectly lists the Reference Drawing for breaker
2H52-427J as llechtel Drawing E 2092 Sh. 8. The actual reference should be Sh.14.
This discrepancy should only require a pen and ink change by the RE. 1

During PMT of WO 9606803. the functional testing could not be completed because an-

| overload could not be reset. WO 9612665 was initiated to replace the starter with a : -
,

starter from a spare bucket (2BS2 425C). WO 9612665 has been verified as completed

i and has completed the functional testing of valve 2 Rib 701. A search of Condition
! Reports using both of the reference WO's did not find an associated CR. A CR should

have been generated to track this problern.

A SQUO walkdown of the MCC needs to be completed to review the transformer
replaccinents prior to Unit 2 restart. This review cannot be completed until all breaker
replacements in the MCC are completed.

Statust

This is in the closcout verification process-

.
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Point irweh Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#t 39'

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted statuI
*

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:

| Modification 90-048 - replace Doric. Acid and Reactor Makeup Water totalizers, replace
the CVCS control switch, replace flow indicators, and refurbish flow controllers.'

| Due to their unreliability when operating in automatic, these controls have been used in
the manual mode. This resolves a workarotmd issue,'

comnietion Timlar This should be in a conditionally accepted status prior to the Unit
2 core loading (only awaiting PMT). It should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2
approach to criticality.

Criteria to Closcout This item,

1. The moditication is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the*

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none

identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #,
39).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the: I
j

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person ise

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above),
Duty Shift Supcivisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Worke

Package page.
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being*
tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

97
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4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent neview Resulin

The Document Update Sheet (DUS)identiDed that changes to the Alarm Response Books
(ARB) are required. The DUS identided that these changes would be perfonned as a
closcout item. Per discussion with Operations,it was concluded that the changes to the |
ARBS should be a modification acceptance item. This issue was discussed with the RE. i

. ,

The RE has submitted (1/11/97) a Temporary Procedure change and a Permanent
Procedure change to ARB 2C04 2C 2 4 and 2C04 2C 3 4. The Temporary Procedure '

;

changes was submitted to provide immediate change to the ARB. The temporary change '

indicates that Plant Just in Time Training is requin.d for ARB changes.

Verification of pen and ink changes to the Control Room and WCC drawings and MDB
was perfonned. All pen and ink changes have oecn made to the documents listed as

acceptance items on the DUS with the exception of Westinghouse Drawing 4998466 Sh.
62A. This Westinghouse drawing is a new drawing being added by MR 90 048'B.
Since the drawing was issued as a working drawing, the RE was not sure ifit could be

placed in the Control Room /WCC. Per discussion with the RE, a permanent drawing I

transfer ofdwg 4998466 Sh. 62A is being expedited in an attempt to place this drawing
in the Control Room /WCC ASAP. Until the permanent drawing is placed in the Control
Room /WCC, the working drawing needs to be there. The document control drawing
coordinator has issued a controlled copy of Working Drawing 499B466 Sh. 62A to the
WCC. I have verified that the working drawing has been incorporated into the WCC
controlled binders.

Statust

This modification has been conditionally accepted (based on flow testing to the "B"
H:ldup Tank). Final acceptance will require in service testing or additional PMT after
the VCT is returned to service.

'

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID# 40

Conamitment DescrIntiont The following modification will be in an accepted status ' -

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 94-097 remove six RCS loop drain valves.

| These valves are radiological hot spots and potential leakage paths. Due to leakage from
| one of these valves, the unit was forced to shutdown. Maintenance draindowns can be

performed frorn other loop drain valves.

Comnietion Timing: This will be in an accepted status immediately after the RCS leak
check, per Technical Specification 15.4.3.

Criteria to Closcout This Ikau

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the foiiowing documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the*

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numb ~ ts or other tracking mechanisms) QE a statement that there were nonec

identified (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
40),

,

.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

'

Restan issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work*

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification

'
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No discrepancies yet identified.
|

Statum
.

.

The physical work has bec.i completed, and the modification is awaiting PMT
(completion of the RCS leak test). t.- -
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
i Summary (April 16,1997)

Comanliment ID#; 41-
.

Commhment Description: The following mod 10 cation will be in an accepted statu's ' *

(i.e.,iac applicable physical work completed, post malntenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfa:torily, and the asscelated component / system being declared* *

operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 92 141. relocate the R11R flow control valve controllers on 2C03 for
human factoring. *

Train "A" and train "B" main control board controls typically have a left to right
convention on Unit I and a right to left convention on Unit 2. This convention was not
followed for the RiiR controllers 211C-624 and 2HC 625, and this modification corrects
that. Also, the common flow controller 211C 626 will be positioned between these two
RilR controllers to improve their separation.

Completion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 core
loading. .

Independent Review Results

The modification package documents were adequate with the exception of the
Documentation Update Sheet and Closcout Checklist. The A.2 checklist item " Plant
Status Update /Just in Time Training" was identified as N/A on the checklist. On the
Modification Request Approval Form, the SCE Group licad indicated the need for Plant
Status Update Training for the Licensed Operations personnel under " Scope of Training".
Also, discussion with Operations training personnel noted that any changes to the main
control panels would warrant training prior to returning the system to senice.

Follow-up interviews were conducted with the Operations Training department with *

respect to repositioning of the RIIR controllers on the 2CO3 panel. Operations Training
'

had become aware of the proposed changes of the controllers and trained the Operators to
this change in Pirnt Status Update Training (LOR 96-6) urider Lesson Plan 2500.
Therefore, training was conducted and is complete.

The modification package did not address any SQUG related issues with respect to the
2C03 panel evaluations. Per discussion with the RE, the SQUG program was not
considered for the design of the modification. Subsequent discussion with the SQUG
coordinator indicated that any changes to the Main Control Boards should be identified to
the SQUO group for assessment. The RE has been made aware of this issue and will
obtain a documented review by the SQUG group.

101
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i

The Return to Service Testing Review sheet for Wo L Order 9605772 did not have a sigri,
'

eff for Post RTS approval of the PMT testing, The appropriate I & C individual was

notified and indicated that the Work Order review sheet would be reviewed and
approved The I & C approval signature has been verified, and no funher action with this

| issue exists.
,

,

Modification 92140 will pertonn the same controller repositioning on the IC03 panel.
The RE has been notified of the reed for Plant Status Update Training as a
documentation acceptance item and has acknowledged that it will be added to the

-

Documentation Update Sheet and Closcout Checklist. .

Statun

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
l
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#1 42 I
'

Commitment Descrintion The following modification will be in an accepted status .

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, po' t maintenance and return to serv, ices

testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96 073 seismically upgrade CCW, SI, R11R, and RilR/ letdown piping
suppons and remove an AFW snubber.

Completionlimingi This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 core ,

loading.

Indenendent Reylew Resultu

The modification package (MR 96 073),50.59 Safety Evaluation, and Installation Work
Plan were reviewed. The safety evaluation matched the modification fmal design (both in
scope and content) with the exception of the description of the number of supports being,

| rnodified. The final design description identified that 6 supports would be replaced and
the safety evaluation identified 5 suppons to be replaced. The IWp detailed the
replacement of 5 supports which is consistent with the safety evaluation. Therefore, this
does not represent a significant issue and the RE was notified to make the necessary pen
and ink change to the final design description. The scope of the modification was not
changed during installation.

S.taluil

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

'

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 43

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted statuI
*

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactuaily, and the associated component / system being declared '

operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 94-066* A - install a soft seat in containment isolation valve 2SI 834D, and
add a relief valve and pressure regulator in the nitrogen supply line to the Si
accumulatorr.

The soft seat is being installed to improve leakage performance. The relief valve and
pressure regulator are being installed to ensure the piping is not overpressurized. This
resolves a workaround issue.

.Campletion Timing This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit i scavmg en.d
shutdowm.

Independent Review Results:
I

Condition Report 96-1248 and QCR 96-085 were generated in performance of MR 94-
066' A. These CR's were reviewed, with both addressing the loss of traceability of 1"
Schedule 40 and Schedule 160 piping. QCR 96-085 was closed since redundant with CR
96-1248. Original CR 96-1248 response reviewed did not show adequate resolution of
non-QA Schedule 160 pipe. On discussing with RE, it was determined that the non-QA
pipe was actually r placed with QA pipe with all required certifications. This resolution

- was incorporated in she tevised CR %-1248 response. CR 96-1248 was apprpriately
closed, with the correct resolution to Schedule 160 pipe traceability.

,

*
Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 44.

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted stat'ui *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post-maintenance and return to scivice
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification %065'B - seismically upgrade the Refueling Water Storage Tank;

recirculation line.
,

Comnletion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

4

A copy of the completed installation Work Package,e

A summary of the significant items /issuesidentified during conduct of thee

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) .0E a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
44). *

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is* *

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work*

Package page,

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are beinge

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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-Indenendent Review desults: o

i The issue _ which originallf initiated this modification request was a Condition Report
'which raised questions regarding compliance with the FSAR which requires all seismic
class breaks to be made at normally closed valves or valves which can be operated from
the Control Room. The current configuration of the RWST rceirculation piping has the
seismic class break at manual valves which are normally clored, but will remain open for
several days or weeks when RWST recirculation is in use. The Final Design discusses .2'
this situation and identifies that Operations will closelycontrol the operation of the

.

system by minimizing the duration of time that these valves are open and will assign
1'

dedicated Operators to close the' valves if required. This Operator action has been

identified as an interim condition which will only be required until the second phase of.
the seismic upgrade is completed.

.

The 50.59 safety evaluation for this modification, discusses the same scope and intenm
i

conditions that were identified in the Final Design. However, the 50.59 notes that the
. interim condition which involves Operator actions for operating the manual valves will
be addressed in a separate safety evaluation. Review of the Document Update Sheet
(DUS) and . Work Plan indicates that this portion of the modification appears to have been

-lost from the scope of MR %-065. The document acceptance items in the DUS and IWP
identifies that PC-25 need to be made a "On Demand" procedure 'and administrative

~

control tags need to be placed on the manual valves. To completely address the scope of
MR 96-065. PC-25 needs to be revised to identify the dedicated operator actions w/r/t
velves 1SF-820 and 2SF-8208. In addition. a 50.59 Safety Evaluation of the interim !

operator action needs to be completed as well as training to the PC-25 changes." These .
actions are'significant issues to the Unit 2 restart and need to be competed as acceptance
items for the modification.

. A procedural revision to PC-25 was not in the administrative system. . Operations was
made aware of this problem and initiated temporary changes to PC-25 an 3 PC-25A Part I
for both units. : A 50.59 screening was performed and attached to the temporary changes.
However, this screening only cover the procedure change and does not detail the

acceptability of a dedicated operator as expected and discussed in the final design.-- The -
; RE needs to review the existing safety evaluation and determine if an Additional safety -

: review is required to address the use of a dedicated operator.

7The RE needs to review the existing safety evaluation for MR %-065 and the temporary-
procedure change 50.59 screening to determine if an additional safety review is required

.

. to address the use of a dedicated operator.-

Statuat This is in progress.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

'

Commitment ID#: 45

Commitment Descrintion: The following modification will be in an accepted statuI ^

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post-maintenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be opemble per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-054 - install pressure gauges in the service water retum header from the
Emergency Diesel Generator GOl and GO2 glycol coolers, and reset the throttle valves
in that line.

GOI and GO2 throttle valves must be reset to meet the assumptions made in the new
service water flow model. Prior to the modification, valves were set using an assumed
" worst case" service water return header pressure. The new gauges will allow valves to
be set with actual pressure. This will better balance the service water system flows andi

'

enhance service water system performance.

| Comnletion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
'

shutdown.

Criterin to Closecut This Item:

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
Issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the*

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
*

numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
45).

3. The Restart issues Ccordinator has verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the dccumentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work*

Package page.
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Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being.-
tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification,

'ladenendent Review Results:

'

- No independent review has yet been conducted, - -

,

4

Status: ,

This work is scheduled.
.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#2 46

Commitment Description. The following modification will be in an accepted statui ' -

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and retum to service

| testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared ,

i operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:

Modification 46-022 - install a new 125 VDC feed (for DC Control Power) to 480V
safeguards bus 2B03.

'

This supports the effort to align DC systems which supply DC control power to the 480 V-

buses,4160 V buses, and the normally aligned EDGs.

Comnletion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 core
N ding.-

t

Independent Review Results:

The modification package (MR 96-022),50.59 Safety Evaluations, and IWP 96-022-2
( were reviewed. The safety evaluation matched the modification final design (both in

scope and content). The scope of the modification was not changed during installationc
Although the Documentation Update Sheet (DUS) identitied that changes to 499 series
elementaries, MDB, etc were required as an acceptance item, no sign off of completion
was provided. The RE noted that since the modification package was written for both the
Unit I and Unit 2 work scopes, this item could not be signed off until the Unit 1
installation was complete. To avolo confusion, it was agreed with the RE that items
completed for Unit 2 would be signed off with a note stating that the signature indicates
completion of the Unit 2 scope only.

'

The 50.59 safety evaluation and Document Update Sheet (DUS) identified that changes -

to the AOPs are required. The DUS however identified that the procedure changes and
training to the procedures are a closcout item. The 50.59 identified that a change to the
Abnormal Operating Procedure is required to prevent spurious operation of equipment
during an Appendix R fire scenario. The change to the AOP would provide direction to
de-energize the new DC Control power supplies to the 2B03 bus. This appears to be an
acceptance item rather than a closcout item. Discussion with the Operations group
identified that the changes to the AOPs and associated training should be classified as an
acceptance item for the modification. The DUS identified that AOP-0.0 and AOP-10A
are impacted by the modification. Upon review of these procedures, AOP-0.0 was
revised 10/18M6 to Rev 9 and incorporates changes associated with MR 96-022. AOP-
10A has a Temporary Change against the current revision and includes changes

11I
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associated with MR 96 022. Per discussion with Operations Training, training to the
.AOPs has been conducted in Plant Status Update Training (LOR 96-06) under Lesson -

-%Plan 2$00. Therefore. changes to the AOP and training are completed.-

Status::

Verified closed.' The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
-
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment ID#: 47 *

*

Commitment Description 1 The following modification will be in an accepted status
(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, pcst-maintenance and return to s' rvicee

testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 94-055 - add seismic s,upports to the raceway between risers 56 and 62 on
2C04 (Reactor and Prima 1y Plant Control Board).

The cable tray was sagging due to weakening caused by a sidewall wireway being cut
into the cable tray to allow the exit of some wiring. The addition of these supports
restores the full integrity of the cable tray.

Completion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
'

shutdown.

Independent Review Results:

i- The modification package (MR 94-055), Safety Evaluation screening, and WO Work
Plan were reviewed. The safety evaluation screening matched the modification final
design (both in scope and content). However, the installation design per Working
Drawing SK-MR-99 055 details the use of 2" X 2" X 1/4" angle to reinforce the ceiling
of the 2C04 panel and to distribute the weight of the support to the panel framing. This
aspect of the design is not specifically discussed in the final design or Safety Evaluation
screening. Since a SQUG walkdown review of the modification is performed. the
additional weight of the angle iron and the additional hole drilled for the angle iron
connection to the ceiling is considered by the SQUG reviewers.

.

Although the use of a Safety Evaluation screening is appropriate, the basis for the
screening lacked substance regarding the impact of drilling holes in the Main Control
Board ceising and the method of supporting the weight ofthe wireway (i.e., screening did
not address structural capacity, additional weight of support components, or the impact to
the control board). In addition, information regarding the SQUG walkdown and the
considerations reviewed as part of the walkdown would help support the basis of a
screening review.

-Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 48-

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted st'at6s *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing t:ompleted satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-068B - eliminate containment heating steam and condensate return
contaiturent isolation valves. *

These were determined to be unnecessary to support plant operations. Removal
eliminates a potential centainment leakage path and reduces the need to conduct future
Appendix J testing on these.

Completion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

|

Criteria to Closcout This item:
9

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has fonvarded the following documentation to the Restart|.

issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the.

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference: Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
48).

,

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:
,

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person ise

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being
.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

I15
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1.
1

Indenendent Review Results:
.

The Document Update Sheet (DUS) identifies that Plant Status Update Training to MR
%068'B, procedure changes to ORT's and revision of Checklists are required to be
completed as closcout items to the modification. Abandoning the Containment Heating
Steam Supply system and changes to Operation procedures should warrant training as an <

acceptance item. This issue was discussed with Operations Training. Training was .
.

Cware of the modification changes and had already conducted training to MR 96-068'B' '
'

' ' '

in Plant Status Update Training 97-01 under Lesson Plan 2525. It was also identified that
training included proposed changes to procedures and checklists affected by the
modification.

Status: -

The physical work is complete, and PMT is in progress.

#

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

flammitment ID#: 49
.

..
-- .-

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted status
(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance testing and retum to
service completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-053 - replace an elbow in the west service water header.

A temporary, non-code repair was performed in July 1996 on the service water 6 inch

elbow per temporary modification TM 96-014. There is an NRC commitment to perform
the code repair prior to the exit from the next refueling outage. Further pipe inspections
revealed a second elbow with wall thinning (no 1:ak yet). Both elbows are normally
unisolable from the west service water header.

Completion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 core
loading.

Criterin to Closcout This item:

1. The modification is in an accepted status. *

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed installation Work Package..

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the.

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement'that there were none -

identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
49).

.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.
,
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4. Completion of an independent verification
'

-jadgrendent Review Results:-

- The independent review has not yet been conducted.

Statusi-
- .

This is in the closcout verification process.
. . ,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment ID#: 50*

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted stitt[s *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post-maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technied Specifications:
Modification 95-070 - seismically upgrade the containment cooling fans and filters.

Completion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Criteria to Closecut This Item:

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the folhwing documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator;

| A copy of the completed Installation Work Package.*

A summary of the .<ignificant items / issues identified during conduct of the|. *

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Con 'ition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) 0R a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
50).

- 3. The Restart Issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*
*

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work+

Package page.
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

'

4. Completion of an independent verification.

1
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Independent Review Results:

No discrepancies yet noted.

Statusi

This is in the closecut verification process.
- : ,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#; 51.

Commitm'ent Description: The following modification will be in an accepted statds ~ *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-026 - install, delete, and modify supports for feedwater, main steam, and
SI system piping for the 79-14 project.

The piping and pipe supports for these systems have been evaluated for their ability to
'

withstand design basis loads and stresses. Analysis shows that these piping systems are
operable in their present configuration and prior to these modifications. However,,

'

various transients have been postulated that could result in stresses above code
allowances, and these modifications will reduce these stresses to below code allowable.|

| Completion Tinting 1 This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Independent Review Results:

The modification package and safety' evaluation were adequate. In the installation Work
Plan, Maintenance identified that verification of the spring hanger setting of support EB-

[ 1-MS-2HS could n)t be performed since the load plate was missing. It was further
indicated that the spring was reset by maintenance to the as found setting (prior to the
mod). There was no reference to an engineering resolution of this issue in the IWP.
Upon furth'er investigation, the RE had requested direction for resolution of this issue
with maintenance and the NDE group. The resolution requires that the location of the
spring can indicator be physically measured to correlate this to the load setting. A
concern exists that there is no guidance given to identify where the measurement needs to*
be taken from (i.e., to identify where the vendor's 0" setting is). In addition, the EB l-
MS-2HS spring hanger is identified as a Grinnell, size 17, type D, figure 98 unit. The

,

acceptable load range specified in the IWP (11,163# to 14,100#) exceeds the maximum
load specified by the vendor (13,000#) for this particular spring hanger unit. The load
range provided in the RE's response allowed the spring hanger to be set from 51/4" to
7" The 7" setting is the maximum total travel of the spring hanger. Engineering has
been notified of the potential discrepancies associated with support EB-1-MS-2H3. Of
particular conc m is that the piping / support analysis uses the correct spring hanger data,
the her.ger is properly set, and seismic displacements are not a concem at the current
setting.

12I
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The IWP also noted that the supports for valves 2 SI 878A and 2 SI 878C had to be cut
and re-welded to facilitate removal. There does not aPrear to be any engineering
acceptance of this change in addition, the NDE step was not modified to require that the
weld at the cut be inspected. Upon review of the NDE examination records (contained in
the Work Order Package) for this IWP, the examination does not appear to include a
review of the new weld made to the motor bracket support. The RE has been notified of
this issue and should obtain engineering concurrence for the method of cutting and re-
welding of this support and verify that an NDE visual weld inspection is performed to- -

accept the new weld.
.

Status:'

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 52-

'

*'
. .

Commitment Descrintion: The following modification will be in an accepted status
(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being reqttired to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-058 - move Power Plant Computer System alarms to the exterior of C-20
panels. This will enhance the alarm sound levels.

.

Comnletion Timing: This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Indenendent Review Results:

No discrepancies noted.

Status:

Verified closed. The assochied documentation was provided to the NRC.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#t 53

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted sta'tus
"

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to senice
'

testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 94 095 - replace 8 Main Steam Condenser steam dump valves with
improved design.

This will resolve a workaround issue, as the perfonnance of these valves has not been
satisfactory.

Comnietion Timingt The physical should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2|

I leaving cold shutdown. The PMT will be completed after on-line.

Criteria to Closcout This item:

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the*

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
53). -

.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:
'

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page,

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are beinge

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

125
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Indenendent Review Resuhs:
,

,

No independent review yet conducted.

Status: '

,

.5'

This is awaiting PMT, which involves acceptance testing with steam (need to complete
PC-II, Part 3, which references 01 13). The PMT will be completed following reactor. *

.
..

startup.'
;

,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#t $4,

.Commitraent Descrintion: The following modification will be in an accepted st' t s
'

*

a
(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post-maintenance and return to service

testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 95-029 - replace Si accumulator level transmitters.

The purpose of this modification is to provide a more accurate and reliable level
indication system for the Si accumulators. The current capacitance probe type lev.
indicators are being replaced with Rosemount differential pressure transmitters.

Comnietion Timine This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Criteria to Closecut This litat,

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
! Issues Coordinator:

.

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package..

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of thee,

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
54). -

.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan Issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verificatiom
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' ladependent Review Results1

Seven ECR's were generated in support of this modification. All ECR's except ECR
#97-0001 have been approved. ECR #97-0001 needs to be approved as an acceptance

'

item for modification testing. The ECR's have designated that they are QA scope. Based
,

on NP 7.2.3, ECR's which indicate QA scoping require a technical review to be
iperformed on the proposed change. None of these ECR's had a technical review
documented. Per discussion with the RE, the ECR's were scoped QA based on the : ..

scoping of the modification. When the ECR's did not impact the QA scope, the RE
would indicate this in the resolution section of the ECR. To, comply with NP 7.2.3. '
Technical Reviews should be performed and documented in the Additional Review
section of the ECR form for ECR's 96-0012,96 0114,96-0115,96 0127,97-0001, and
97-0011. As an alternative, the RE may ,want to re review the ECR's to appropriately
classify the scope as QA or Non-QA. Technical Reviews need to be performed for those

'

ECR's which are classified as QA scope as an acceptance item for modification testing.

The Weld Checklists for Wor'k Order 9606041 had indicated that the welds were outside
the Section XI boundary and notification of the ISE Engineer was not required. Based on
CR 961482, the welds were within Section XI scope and should have required ISE
Engineer n'otification. The weld checklist were prepared prior to the initiation of the CR
and it was not immediately clear if the workscope received the appropriate Section XI
reviews. An ISE Engineer was interviewed to discuss and review the MR 95 029 work
packages. The ISE Engineer verified that the appropriate RRM forms / review sheets were
completed to address the ISI requirements and reviews. The ISE Engineer was satisfied
that the ISI program was appropriately implemented. No further action is required on this
issue for Unit 2 restart.

Status:

This is awaiting completion of PMT. The remaining testing includes a leak test and
functional testing, both of which cannot be done until the Si accumulators are restored,
which is presently sched.uled for after the Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT).

-
.

,
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 55
.

Commitment Description; The following modification will be in an acceptId statu's
(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post-maintenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 95 035 - modify Contairment Spray additive tank controller circuit.

Comnletion Timing; This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold'

shutdown.

Indenendent Rcylew Results:

Although the use of a Safety Evaluation screening is appropriate, the basis for the
screening lacked substance regarding the impact of the wiring change (i.e., screening did
not discuss why the wiring change would not affect the valve positiov he safety
significance of the output indication, or what the impact of going fron a parallel circuit to
a series circuit has on the controller). Restart Commitment item # 17 will review Safety

_Evaluation screenings performed in 1996 to identify and resolve weaknesses and
inconsistent trends generic to the screenings. No action is required under commitment (g

item #55 to resolve this issue. In addition, the write-up discussion in Section D
incorrectly referenced the valve as 2SI 8831 A instead of 2SI-831 A. The RE has been
notified of the errant valve number in order to make a pen and ink change.

During stroke testing of the 2SI-836A and 2SI-836B valves, the Ops Engineering noted
in step 4.2.7 of the IWP that when the valve controller was in manual mode and then
placed in the normal position and closed, the valve closed and then bounced partially
open (20% and 30%). The test was repeated in the automatic mode and performed
satisfactorily.1 & C investigated the manual test and noted that a capacitor discharge,

while it was tumed off was the cause. The IWP did not indicate that a successful manual
test was acaieved. This IWP step was discussed with the Operations Coordinator, it was
a concem that the condition which caused the valve to bounce to a semi-open position did
not have a corrective fix or explanation as to why this was acceptable. Operations and I
& C departments have been notified of the concem with this issue. Resolution of this
issue needs to be completed for Unit 2 restart. The Operations and I & C departments .
need to resolve the concem regarding the manual stroke rest et valva 2SI-836A and 2SI-
836B prior to Unit 2 exiting Cold Shutdown.
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Status:

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

. Commitment ID#: 56

Commitment Descriptient The following modification will be in an accepted status .

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 96-063 - replace 345 kv breakers (3-4,4 5, and 142).

During extremely cold winter conditions, these switchyard breakers experienced air loss.I

making them difficult to operate. This replacement will ensure their operability during
these conditions.

Comnietion Timine The physical work associated with this modification should be
completed prior to criticality. To conduct the PMT (which involves relaying checks), the
unit must be on line.

Criteria to Closcout This Item:

'

l. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A c6py of the completed Installation Work Package.*

. - A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the
modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report

-

numbers or other tracking mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
56).

'

.

3. The Restart Issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

131.
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ladenendent Review Results:

The modification package (MR 96-063) 50.59 Safety Evaluations, and installation Work
--

Plan %-063 01 were reviewed. The modification Final Design Documentation was

; incomplete and did not identify specific acceptance items in the Document Update Sheet
- (DUS). The incomplete DUS identifies that pen & ink changes to the Control Room
Drawings and Master Data Book changes are required as acceptance items. The RE
could not specifically identify which documents will require changes but has indicated
that they will be identified in the near future. Therefore, changes to these documents . :. ..

could not be verified. The RE needs to complete the Control Room drawings and Maste,r

~ Data Book updates as an acceptance item to MR %-063.

De Site Engineer following the installation / testing of the modification, has signed off
IWP 96-063-01 identifying that the items needed for final acceptance are complete. The

: acceptance items identified in the IWP are revision to procedure PC-21 and ARB CO2 E-
4-8. The revised procedures have been verified to be issued in the controlled manuals.
Additional acceptance items may be required for final acceptance based on the
completion of the DUS by the RE. The Site Engineer has been informed that additional

- acceptance items may be required prior to DSS sign off and the IWP package should be
.

held back. A Condition Report should be initiated to identify and track this concem.
.

- A 50.59 safety evaluation was performed to evaluate the replacement of the Unit 2
Generator breaker (2F52 142) and addition of test switches. _ An additional Safety
Evaluation screening was performed to evaluate the testing of the breakers and circuits.
The Safety Evaluation / screening matched the Modification description and Installation -

- Work Plan in content. Additional wope (installation of breaker und test switch wiring
changes) was included in the Safety Evaluation for completeness and convenience. As
previously identified, the installation of the breakers was performed by a separate
business unit of Wisconsin Electric, but has direct impact on plant operation. Changes to

'

the Control Room test switch wiring was performed by WE under a separate installation
L document unrelated to MR 96-063. This separate scope appears to have been performed
under a WO Work Plan. IWP 96-063-01 relies on the test switches being installed in

order to test the breakersi . Review of the Work Plan for the test switch installation needs
tybe completed to assure that any acceptance items (SQUG review of panel, Control
. Room drawing updates, etc.) associated with the installation have been completed. -

-
.

Statual

The physical. work is completed, and the modification is awaiting PMT. To conduct the
PMT (which involves relaying checks with the generator breaker closed and energized),
the unit must be on-line. A procedure update to PC-21 must also be made to allow

acceptance of this modification.
i
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Peint Beach Nuclear Plant Lait 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

|

! Commitment ID# 57
'

Cantmitmient Descriodeju The following modincation will be in an accepted sta'tus *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and retum to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated componenthystem being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification %069 replace four breakers (1Y.06 01,1Y.06 03. IY 06 05, and iY 06-
11) associated with instrument bus 1 Y.06.

This will resolve an issue where these breakers are oversized for the wiring they are
protecting, creating a potential delay or lack of breaker tripping situation should a fault
occur.

ComnletionITimlag TMs should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

Criteria to Closcout This itenti

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Respor.sible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the R'estart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the*

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system . NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
57).

*

'

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the: .

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Resten issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work*

Package page.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.
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4. Completion of an independent veri.1 cation.

ladependent Review HeaulkA1
'

The Safety Evaluation (SER 97 032) had pen and ink changes made to change the word
" shutdown" to " hot or cold shutdown" condition. This change was not made consistently

' in the 50.59 evaluation. The response for Question 2 & Question 6 did not have the pen
. arid ink changes made consistent ,vith the other question responses. The Technica!
Specifications define Hot Shutdown based on Tm > 540F and Cold Shutdown based on * 3 , -

Tm < 200F, Based on the Station Log, this modification w installed during a phase .
between hot and cold' shutdown when Tm was approximately .145F. The Work Plan
initial conditions required the Reactor to be offline, The Unit I condition and installation
activities were discussed with the on4ite RE and Operations. It was : .,ted by both the
RE and Operations that installation could be performed during any condition while the ;

Reactor was shutdown. The Safety Evaluation discussion of the Unit 1 Plant condition, l
by definition, does not match the condition in which the instal!ation was performed or

,

that which was required by tM Work Plan. However, this does not represent a safety <

-issue and will not impact Unit 2 restart. The on site RE was made aware of this issue and ;

was asked to take the accessary action to resolve the conflict. It was recommended that !
the RE discuss this issue with the MSS which approved the 50.59 to assure the intent of
the pen and ink change was not made to avoid installation during the transition from hot ;

to cold shutdown. In addition, it was suggested that the 50.59 cvaluation be revised to
identify the installatien condition as reactor shutdown. 1

1

VGrification of pen and ink changes to the Control Room /WCC documents was
performed. The Document tJpdate Sheet (DUS)identitled that the only acceptance item I

for MR 96 069' A was pen and ink changes to the MDB 3.2.11 for the 1YO6 panels,- 1

- These changes have not been made to the MDR in either the WCC or Control Room.
These changes should have been made prior to the modification being accepted by the
DSS and retumed to service. The RE has been notified of this issue and needs to - :

'

complete the pen and ink changes prior to Unit 2 restart.

$tatuit
'

his is in progress. *

..

t
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Coniniitnient
Suniniary (April 16,1997)

Commitment 104 58|

ComnAltment Description: The following tradification will be in an accepted status ' .

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the usociated component / system being declared
operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
Modification 95 058*0. repair Steam Generator intertnediate leg supports. These were,

found degraded, and this issue may be resolved through analvsis.

Corpletion Timingr This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 approach to,

criticality.

Crlierin to Closecut This liegt1

1. The modification is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed installation Work Package..

A summary of the significant items /issuesidentified during conduct of the.

modification and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
58).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documentaticn which ti$e Responsible Person is* *

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the installation Work*

Package page,

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are beinge

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results; =

No discrepancies yet noted.
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Statusi
'

This is e sitii:q PMT (hot gap measurements). which will occur when the unit is heated.
up and , d er to criticality,

r
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#1 59

''

Commitment Description: The following modification will be in an accepted sta'tu's *

(i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post maintenance and return to service
testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being declared|

operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications:
: Modification 96-070 replace molded case circuit breakers associated with instrument
! buses 2Y-05 and 2Y 06. *

:

This will resolve an issue where these breakers are oversized for the wiring they are
protecting, creatir.g a potential delay or lack of breaker trippir.g situation should a fault
occur.

Completion Timinnt This should be in an accepted status prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown.

'

Criteria to Clascout This Itani

1. The modi 0 cation is in an accepted status.

2. The Responsible Person hat forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the completed Installation Work Package,*

A surpmary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of thee

modi 0 cation and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none
identined (report using the NUTRK system NUTRK t.'2R22 itESTART Action #
59). '

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified Qat the:

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the copy of the Installation Work.

Package page.

Signincant items / issues identified during conduct of the modification are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

137
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4. Completion of an independent verincation.

Indtpendent Review Results:

The Safety Evaluation screening had minor discrepancies with the modi 0 cation final
design and Work Plan. The screening incorrectly referenced action item #2 to Condition
Report CR 96 539 instead of action item #1. This CR only has one action item. The
safety evaluation screening nc ed that separate Work Plans would be created for each of
Ilic six brchers which are replaced. This was not done. Two Work Plans were created

..

for MR 96 070; one to control the breaker replacements on the %05 panel, and another to
control the breaker replacements on the Y-06 pand These discrepancies do not change
the results of the 50.59 screening or create a safety issue. The RE has been notified of the
discrepancies and has been directed to make the appropriate pen and ink changes to the
original documents. '

Verification of pen and ink changes to the Control Room /WCC documents was

performed. The Document Update Sheet (DUS)identined that the only acceptance item
for MR 96 070 was pen and ink changes to the MDB 3.2.11 for the 2Y05 and 2YO6
panels. These changes have not been made to th: MDB in either the WCC or Control

Room. These changes should have been made prior to the modineation being accepted by
the DSS and retumed to service. The RE has been notified of this issue and needs to
comp |cte the pen and ink changes prior to Unit 2 restart.

Statuit

This is in progress.

.

9
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! Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

| Commitment ID#1 60

Commitment Descriptimu. The work and testing associated with these work orders will
'

,

'

be completed prior to the associated cs:nponent/ system being declared operable: Work
Orders 9601506, 9602502, 9603921, 9611267, 9611278, and 9611755 - replace
proximity switches and targets with an improved design and overhaul the Fuel Transfer
Cart to enhance control system operation.

The original equipment manufacturer had provided switches not designed for anderwater
service. causing a history of recurring failures. This will resolve a workaround issue.l

l

Comnletion Timiner This should be con.pleted prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Ctileria to Closcout This litml

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work orders.

2. The Responsible Person has fonvarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work orders,*

A summary of the signincant items / issues identified during conduct of the worke

orders and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
#60).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the: '

,

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible person ise

required to forward to the Restart issues Coot Jinator (see immediately above),
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Retum toe

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work orders.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work orders are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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ladependent Review Results:
.

| It should be noted that WO 9603921 and WO 9611278 both perform work on the idler
L sprocket, it appears that these could have been repeat or related maintenance performed

on the idler sprocket which may not have been evaluated for lessons learned.

Statum
* . :. ' .

His is in the closcout verir. cation process. '

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restari Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#1 61
'

.
..

Commitment Description: The work and testing associated with these work orders will *
be completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work
Orders 9613568 and 9613569 provide bonnet pressure locking relief for the SI 857A

*

| and SI 8578 valves (interface valves between RifR and liigh licad SI) on Unit 2. These
are critical, manually operated valves.

,

Comnletion Timinet This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Criteria to Cloneout This Itemt

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work orders.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy ofihe closed work orders.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work.-

orders and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none
identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
#61).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see intmediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Return to

**

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work orders.

Fly;nificant items / issues identified dur.ng conduct of the work orders are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

Reviewed Design input Checklist. For C.l.b, the design pressure is specified as 300 psig.
This should be 700 psig. This was noted to the RE and corrected. The hydrostatic and
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|- inservice leak test data sheets correctly show the 700 psig design pressure and 875 psig
hydro pressure. Also, the F.2.p/r/s items should be F.I.p/r/s. These items are editorial.-'

Two Engirwering Change Requests (ECRs). 97 0006 and 97 0010 were generated in
support of this modification. Both of there ECRs represented minor changes to the
design (allemate tube union type and alternate Girard clamp mounting) and did not
impact the scope of this rnodification. Both of these ECRs were originally QA scope, but
were changed to Non-QA scope. The QA4 cope designation is more appropriate. ECR , .; -
97-0010 gives alternate tube unions that can be used. Both the original and alternate

,

unions are QA4 cope. ECR 97-0006 provides alternate attachment methoas for Giraid *
clamps. If these ECRs are QA4 cope, a technical review will be required.

h
.

The physical work has been satisfactorily completed, and PMT is scheduled to occur -
prior to core loading.

_ _ _ _
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 62

Commitment Descriadosu The work and testing associated with this work order wili be -
completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work
Order 9611757 correct the leakage which leads to boric acid buildup in the cylinder

,

blocks of"B" Charging Pump.

This is a housekeeping issue, not an' operability issue. Resolution will bring this into
compliance with Maintenance Department housekeeping standards.

Completion Timlac The physical work will be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold
shutdown. PMT requires that the pump be run prior to turbine roll up.

.

Crlieria to Closecut Thinjitstu

! 1 Completion of the work associated with the listed work order.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restan
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work order.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identined .

(report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #62).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan issucs File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is
**

required to fonvard to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Retum to*

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order,
Significant items / issues identified during conduct'of the work order are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4 Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Resulin

No discrepancies yet noted.
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. Status:

The physical work associated with this work order has been completed, and it is awaiting
PMT (run the pump prior to turbine roll up).

|
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Point. Ileach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Sumniary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#1 63.

Commitment Descrittiloni The work and testing associated with this work order wil'l be -
completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work
Order 9603532. repair the handswitch for 2P.2A, the "A" Charging Pump.

| This handswitch has a history of not operating smoothly, and this was addressed in the
I past through the use oflubricants. A change in maintenance philosophy prompted the

replacement of this component.

Completion Timing The physical work should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving
cold shutdown. The pMT will be completed prior to criticality.

Criteria to Closecut This Iter 11

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work order.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restan
Issues Coordinator:

'

A copy of the closed work order.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identined during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified
(repon using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Actic, #63).

3.11x Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the:
'

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is* *

required to forward to the Restan issues Coordinator (see immediately above),
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Retum toe

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work order are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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t ' y- Ant Review Results: +

De Work Order's functional test is noted on the Return to Service Testing Reviews :
form, but not in the work plan. The test should be added to the Work Plan to ensure it is
performed. The Work Order process should update the Work Plan when testing specined !

in the Return to Service Testing Reviews form is not already included in the Work Plan. !

ne Work Order process should be evaluated to ensure testing identined in the Retum to '

Service Testing Reviews form is covered appropriately in the Work Plan. .,
' '

..

!Statual -

<

ne physical work is complete, and the work order is awaiting PMT (running the pump |

- during 0,P-4A). !
,

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Cammitment ID#1 64

Commitment Description! The work and testing associated with these work orders ivill '

be completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work

Orders 9611624 through 9611626 replace existing pneumatic turbine generator circuitry '

time delay relays with plug in, electronic time delay relays.

The case of calibration and cycle drl A will be improved through this change.

Comnletion Timlnst The physical work should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving
cold shutdown. The PMT will be completed while on line.

'

| Crlieria to Closcout This itemt

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work orders.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the clo.wd work orders.*

A summary of the signincatu items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

orders and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report
numbers or other tracking mechanisms) f.1R a statement that there were none

,

identified (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
#64).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verined that the:

Renan imm File kludes the documentation which the Responsible Person is
**

,

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
.

Duty Shin Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Return to*

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work orders.

Sign 10 cant items / issues identined during conduct of the work orders are being*

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verincation.

Independent Review Resultu

The independent review has not yet been conducted.
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Status:

The work plans have been prepared, and the work order is scheduled.. .
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Point lleach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

.

Cnamitment ID#: 65.

Commitment DescrIntigni The work and testing associated with this work order dill be *
completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work

Order 9606626 reinstall witches on the Unit 2 Containment hatch third door to allow
monitoring of door status.

,

There have been recurring human performance errors associated with this door, as people
would block it open during ref ueling operations to transfer equipment. To ensure the
operability of this door, switches are being installed to allow remote monitoring ofits

I status.

Comaletion Timlaer This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Independent Review Resulin

No discrepancies noted.

Statuu

Verined closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.
t
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Cummhment ID#: 66.

commitment D scrintion - The work and testing associated with this work ordeNill be 'i

completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: W6tki

Order 96)1052. replace the 2P.100 handswitch, the "B" RHR Pump control switch.

This handswitch has a history ornot operating smoothly, and this was addressed in the
past through the use oflubricants. X change in maintenance philosophy prompted the
replacement of this component.

Comnletion ~riminer This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 core loading.

Independent Review Results:

One item in the Work Order has not been resolved: to initiate the Drawing Change Notice
(DCN) for conflict between schematic (499B466, Sheet 337) and wiring diagram (E.

1591E B) for contacts C6 C7 and D6 D7 (NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #89).

Status 1

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 67

Commitment Descrinfluni The work and testing associated with these work orders will
,

be completed prior to the associated component / system being declared operable: Work
Orders 9611198 and 9611199 repair the body-to bonnet boric acid leak on CVJ07 B
(lowside tap for "B" RCP #1 seal d/p) and CV 308B (lap seal d/p for "B" RCP).

This is a housekeeping issue, not an operability issue. Resolution will bring this into
compliance with Maintenance Depanment housekeeping standards.

Completion Timing; This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality.

Ollctia.10_C101caut This litml

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work orders.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

copy of the closed work orders.e

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Repon numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified

(report using the NUTRK systern - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #67).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*
,

required to forward to the Restan issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature md date is on the " Equipment Return to.

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work orders.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work orders are being*

tracked in a tiacking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

indcatndent Review Results:

/. No discrepancies yet noted.
1,

,

+

^
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Statuu

The physical work is complete, and the work order is awaiting PMT (a visual leak check
to atmosphere during the conduct oflT 235).
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 68

Commitment Description 1 Repair valve AR 3511 per Work Order 9513340. The Unit
i

2 priming air ejector is blank flanged due to air in leakage through the condenser air ~
'

removalisolation valve, AR 3511. This resolves a workaround issue. -

Completion T1=l=~r The physical work should be completed prior to the Unit 2
approach to criticality. The PMT will be completed prior to being on line.

|

CdteriAJo Closcout This Item:

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work order.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
Itsues Coordinator:

I

A copy of the closed work order.e

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work.

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Repon numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) 0R a statement that there were none identified
(repon using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #68),

3. The Restart Issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward :o the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Return to*

.

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work order are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22."

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

In step 2 of the Work Plan, the Lot Number for the fiange gasket does not match the
storeroom requisition fortns.
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The physical work associated with this work order is cornplete, and it is awaiting PMT (a
general leak test during the conduct of OP 13A),
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 69

Commitment Description Repair the drain valve for the heating steam moisture 3 *

separator per Work Order 9613451.
.

t

The Unit 2 heating steam moisture separator level has been difficult to maintain during
normal operations. Frequent Main Control Board alarms have been received due to low
level, countering the station's attempt to maintain a black board policy. This will be
tested following Unit 2 stanup.

Centplction Timine This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Cloacout This Itemt

1. Corr.pletion of the work associated with the listed work order.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restan
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work order.*

A summary of the significant items /issuds identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Repon numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified

(report using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #69).

3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restan issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above). *

Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Retum to*

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order.
'

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work order are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4 Completion of an independent verification.

,
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IndependenLReritn_Resultu !

The independent review has not yet been conducted. ,

Status
,

The physical work associated with this work order is scheduled.
'*
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| Point Hench Nuclear l'lant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

| commitment ID#r 70

Commitment Descrintient Install a new level control system for the brine tank (T4118) .

per Modification 92 008'Q. *

The tank overflows because the installed authmatic level control system is not efTective,
and there is no high high level alarm for the tank. This has been a recurring human
performance issue exasperated by design. This modification will minimize the human
perfortnance challenges.

Comnletion Timlagt This should be in an accepted status prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality,

Indenendent Review liesulin
.

No discrepancies noted.

$1AhlU

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

'
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Commitment ID#: 71

Commitment Description: Repair MS 249, the Unit 2 steam line sample valve, pei ~ *
<

Work Ord.cr 9603128. .

This valve had a packing leak, which required steam header sampling to be shifted to the
B steam header. This repair will restore the ability to sample normally and resolves a
workaround issue.

Comnietion Timing: The phsical work should be completed prior to the Unit 2
approacn to criticality. The PMT will be completed prior to being on line.

Criteria to Closecut This item:

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work order.
.

2. The Respensible Person has fonvarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work order.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) QR a statement that there were none identified
(report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #71). -

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above). *

Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Return to*

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order.

Significant itemr/ issues identified during conduct of the work order are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

No discrepancies yet noted.
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Statun

The physical work is complete, and the work order is awaiting PMT (general leak test
during OP-13 A).
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 72

Comn$ltment Descriptinni Repair alarm switch 2LS-2511 per Work Order 96057b.*

Tne Unit 2 D MSR level was being maintained low in the band due to level nseillations
and a steam leak from the alarm switch. -

Completion Timing: The physical work should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving
cold shutdown. PMT needs to be conducted at power.

Criteria to Closcout This item:

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work order.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
| Issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work order,*

A summary of the signiF ant items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they wert : solved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified
(report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #72),

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

'
Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

-r quired to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
* Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Retum to

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order.

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work order are being* *

tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.-

Independent Review Restits:

The Work Order has been installed, and return to service testing has been performed,
except the leak check and verification oflevel indication. 2LS-2511 is the high level
alarm switch for 2HX-22D MSR. It appears that the testing specified in the Work Plan
(verification oflevel indication) was intended for a level gauge, not a level switch. The
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testing specified is not adequ. tee The testing and acceptance criteria for the functional
testing of the level switch need to be expanded.

Status:

The physical work is complete, and the work order is awaiting PMT (leak test at power).
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 73

Comnbtment Description 1 Repair 2P116, the Unit 2 Boric Acid Recirculation Puinh.''
,

per Work Order 9603130.

.

There have been recurrent, significant seal leaks due to the pump's design and
application. This work order replaces the current pump with a seal-less pump.

Comoletion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Closecut This Item:

1. Completion of the work associated with the listed work order. '

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the closed work order.*

A summary of the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work*

order and how they were resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers
or other tracking mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified

(report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #73),

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documentation which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Duty Shift Supervisor's signature and date is on the " Equipment Return to*

Service" section on page 2 of the associated work order. *

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the work order are being.

tracked in a tracking system which is oeing reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

The independent review has not yet been conducted.
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FJatus:
,

The physical work is scheduled.
;
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

. Commitment ID#: 74,

ComEltment Description: Each operating crew will receive simulator training to gain .

proficiency in casualty response, the expected response of the newly installed steam
generators and reactor core, und placing the turbine on-line.

This simulator training will consist of : ~

.

Bringing the turbine on-line (from no load on the turning gear iu a'uoui 15% power).*

Reviewing the differences in steam generator response between Units 1 and 2..

Conducting normal trips and identifying the differences in response between Units 1*

and 2. -

Addressing instrument failure response differences between Units I and 2.*

Conducting casualty response oynanuc w.'.arios..

Completion Timing: This will be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to criticality.

Independent Review Resgitn

During this simulator session, the following observations were discussed which may
warrant further discussion and follow-up action by the Operations staff.

During the turbine roll and generator on line exercise, there were only two operators on
the console and three really active stations. One operator was in charge of the turbine and
steam generator water level control (SGWL) while the other operator was in control of
the reactor. During this critical evolution, it would seem more appropriate to have these
stations split among three operators to minimize the distractions and provide more
focused attention to these critical stations. Discussions with the Operations Manager,
who was also observing this training, indicated that real plant start ups do involve extra -

operators on the control board who are brought out on overtime.

The operator controlling the turbine and SGWL had to tum his back to the control board
to find adequate level trends that would support his needs in controlling S/G water level.
The CRT which had these trends available on the vertical control board facing the
operator had degraded to the point that it was too difficult to read. From discussions, the
trending CRT in the vertical panel in the actual control room does provide adequate
indication. While the operator appeared to handle the added burden of operating both
stations (turbine and SGWL) and working around the degraded indications of vital
parameters, there is some concern for the impact of training in a manner that is not

.
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. ,

consistent with the manning and equipment status that exists in the actual control room,
it is noted that subsequent to this observation, this reviewer became aware of
Enforcement Conference Commitment item No. 21. This commitment requires
consideration for improvements to the Control Operator's Work Station that would
permit the operators to face the main control boards and have optimum access to the
controls. .

WNile there are observations noted on the need to keep the operator positioned to control
.

the plant and to maintain the fidelity between the simulator training and the actual
' '

. practices in the Control Room, these observations are for consideration by the PBNP staff
and should not hinder satisfactory completion of this commitment.

Statust
.

Verified closed. The associated documentation was provided to the NRC.

'
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

.

Cammitment ID#: 75.

Commitment Descrintioni Revise the initial and requalification operator training plans *
to include a review of the administrative procedures identified as significant to daily
operation of the plant during each two year operations training plan.

This commitment is also Enforcement Conference Commitment item # 20.

Completion Timing This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality.

Criteria to Closcout This Item

1. Completion of the task defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following to the Enforcement Conference
.

Commitments Coordinator:

A copy of the initial and requalification operator training plans which includes a*

review of the administrative procedures identified as significant to daily operation
of the plant during each two year operations training plan.
When the actions described in the " Commitments Description" section were*

completed (report using the NUTRK system).

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system).

3. The Restart Issues Coordinator or the Enforcement Conference Commitments
*

Coordinator have verified that the:

Restart Issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Enforcement Conference Commitments Coordinator (see
immediately above).

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.
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\

A list of administrative procedures that are significant to daily plant operation has not yet {been identified. '
;

- -

.
'

.
. i

The commitment as presently written does not appear to be satisfied by what is '

documented in the file. The recommended action is to either complete the commitment
as written, or revise Restart Commitment No. 75, to reflect that action has commenced to 2 * .-

achieve closure and that full compliance will be achieved by a reasonable future date. ,
,

,

'

Satual
.. . i

-' This has been re-opened due to the independent review's findings.. A list of-

c dministrative procedures that are significant to daily plant operation has been developed- 'a ,

by Operations and forwarded to the Training Department.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

:
Commitment ID#: 76

Cnmmitment Description; Conduct roundtable discussions with all MSS \SS\DTA i -

personnel regarding conservative decisionmaking, Technical Specification
interpretations, and lessons leamed from recent reguhtory communications and
perspectives. Review outlier Technical Specification interpretations for interim
applications.

.

Comnletion Timing: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 fuel loading.

Criteria to Closecut This Ittgli

1. Completion of the roundtable discussions defined in the " Commitment Description"
section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

~

A summary / document describing what was covered in the roundtable discussions.

(report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 76).
Copies of the attendance sheets for the roundtable discussions.*

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 76).

3. The Restart issue:: Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is* *

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately abo.e).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22,

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

No discrepancies yet noted.
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Status:

This is in the closcout verification process.
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 77

ComEnlement Description: Complete the procedure changes and training associated' .

with the new Technical Specification on ECCS regarding the new Containment lategrity
Analysis.

.

This involves the implementation of Technical Specification Change Request 192,.4

Completion Timing; This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving celd shutdown.
.

Criteris to Closcout This item
'

1 '

l. Completion of the procedure changes and training defined in the " Commitment
! Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issues Coordinator:

A copy of the revised procedures.*

A summary / document describing what was covered in the training (report using '*

the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 77).
Copies of the attendance sheets for the training.*

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were.

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 77).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:
,

.

Restart Issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*

required to forward to the Restart issus Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results: -

No discrep'ancies yet noted.
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Statual

This is in progress.L Training and procedure work have commenced. Further training (as,

needed)~will be conducted when the final content of the Technical Specification Change
is known and the procedure changes have been finalized.-
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

f

Commitment ID#: 78

Commitment Description: Conununicate specific expectations regarding AFW and *

EDO status control to Operators. -

When the P-29 TDAFP should be declared operable has caused confusion, since the

ability to FULLY test it for flow is not available until after reactor criticality. That delay
in achieving a full flow test has been'a confusing point. The Technical Specifications and
procedures are adequate.

The AFW status control issue involves AFW pumps tripping on overcurrent when the
EDG's are lightly loaded and in an overfrequency condition.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prios to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Closcout This Item!

1. Completion of the communication of cpecific expectations defined in the
" Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
issue., Coordinator:

A summary / document describing what was covered in the communications (report.

using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 78).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were.

!

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) OR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 78). *

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has: .

Verified that the Restart Issues File includes the documents which the Responsible.

Person is required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately
above).
Verified that the significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review.

are being tracked in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart
Commitment #22. "

Determined that all Operators were informed of these expectations..
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h 4h Completion of an independent verification.
-

I-t---h=t Review Results; ; -

'

| An " Operations Notebook" memo was issued 0u 2/11/97 by the Responsible Person for 3
- E . this restart commitment. The subject of this memo is " Motor Driven Aux Feed Pump .

L flow control" and there is a sign off documentation requirement for those required to read
this memo - The content' of the memo' discusses required training on SOER 96-01, 4 -

" Control Room Supervision, Operationd Decision-Making, and Teamwork", in cycle 97
1,- 11 also discusses AFW throttling requirements to prevent AFW pump trip form

.

overcurrent. The commitment to' communicate specific expectations regarding when and
' how to declare the Steam Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (P 29) operable does not
appear to be addressed in this memo.-

.

-it is not clear why the condition of the motor driven pump tripping is not a degraded
4 design condition outside the conditions assumed in the PBNP Safety Analysis and
J Licensing Basis, specifically the NRC Safety Evaluation Report's that reviewed the
. PBNP responses to NUPIO -0737 II.E.1.1 and ll.E !.2 requirements. If this is indeed a
degraded design condition, then the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for
Operation for the Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps are adversely impacted and need to be
pmmptly addressed. Previous safety evaluations (SER %-023 and SER 96-028) and an
Operabilhy Determination 96-264 do not adequately address this potential degraded-
design against the PBNP's Licensing Basis.

,

L,

_ Addid~ !!y, the mcme dixusses the need to' throttle flow to 150 gpm or less when the
recite valves are open. This instrucuon, which is being incorporated into procedures,

- does not address core cooling requirements and appears to require throttling below that -
which'may be needed in some scenarios. The FSAR indicates this system (the motor
driven AFW supply) has a capacity of 400 gpm. This operating instruction would limit

.

this capacity to 350 gpm under some conditions. The core safety implications and this
reduced capacity from that assumed in the FSAR need to addressed by a thorough 50.59
Safety Evaluation.

Statun sThis is in progress.- '
*

q
,

.

.

i
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Sunimary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#; 79,

'Commitment Descrintion: Restore a proceduralized capability to operate the ''

Containment Spray Pumps in the recirculation mode of the ECCS. This will be included
procedurally in the EOP package.

Comnletion Timing! This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Cimgout This It au '

t

l. Comp?ction of the task defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restan

| Issues Coordinator:

A summary addressing when the actions described in the " Commitments.

Description" section were completed and what specifically was done to accomplish,

! the task (repon using the NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action #
)

79).
Documents initiated or changed as a result of this task. The identification numbei.

for each of these must be included in this summary, and a copy sent to the Restart
issues Coordinator for inclusion in the Restan Issues File.
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 79).

3. The Restan issues Coordinator has verified that the: ,

.

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restan Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restan Commitment #22.

4. Completion of an independent verification.

.
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ladependent Kniew Results: -

No discrepancies yet noted.

Status;

- Procedure CSPZ.1 is being drafted to address an RHR pump supplying CS and core
' deluge alone. *

,
-

. ..

.

6

4

9

)

'
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4
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 80

Comniltment Description: Obtain amendments requested by Change Requests 188.and ..

189 related to Steam Generator replacement; 192'related to Service Water operabi,lity;_
.and 194 related to Low Temperature Overpressurization limits. This will include

resolution ofissues related to Control Room and offsite dose evaluations for the analyzed
events.

_ Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to Unit 2 leaving cold shutdown.

Criteria to Cloneout This Item:
,

,. ,

l. Completion of the task defined in the " Commitment Description" section.

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded the following documentation to the Restart
Issues Coordinator:

When the actions described in the " Commitments Description" section were.

! completed (report using the NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action
# 80).
A copy of the amendments.*

Significant items / issues identified during conduct of this task and how they were*

resolved (can simply reference Condition Report numbers or other tracking
mechanisms) DR a statement that there were none identified (report using the
NUTRK system - NUTRK U2R22 RESTART Action # 80).

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is*
.

required to forward to the Restart Issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked*

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22.

'
4. Completion of an independent verification.

Independent Review Results:

No discrepancies yet noted.

.

'
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Status:

: This is in progress.

Technical Specification Change Request 194 was approved by the NRC on February
*

20,1997 and has been implemented as Amendment Number 172 (Unit 1) and
Amendment Number 176 (Unit 2).
LOCA dose calculations to support Technical Specification Chang' Requests 188

e-
e u-

189, and 192 have been provided to the NRC. During the week of April 14,1997,an
,

_

environmental qualification submittal related to Change Request # 192 will be -
submitted to the NRC.

A team has been formed to address control room ventilation dose concerns with the
*

Operators.
,

e

*

W

,

e

4

9

-_
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Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Restart Commitment
Summary (April 16,1997)

Commitment ID#: 81

Commitment Description: Submit the following req'uests for license amendments '- .-

resulting from the review of existing Technical Specification inteq)retations:
.

Revise the maximum acceptable power level when crossover steain dumps are.

inoperable (TS 15.3.4.E).

Revise requirements for offsite power lines availability to address adequacy (TS.

15.3.7.A.I.a).
Remove allowances in TS 15.3.1.A.I.a for single reactor coolant pump operation..

Appropriately modify the minimum required boron concentrations in the Refueling.

Water Storage Tanks.

Completion Timing: This should be completed prior to the Unit 2 approach to
criticality.

!
Criteria to Closcout This Itettu

1. Completion of the task dermed in the " Commitment Descriition" section.l
I

2. The Responsible Person has forwarded to the Restart issues Coordinator a copy of the
requests for the license amendments.

3. The Restart issues Coordinator has verified that the:

Restart issues File includes the documents which the Responsible Person is.

required to forward to the Restart issues Coordinator (see immediately above).
Significant items / issues identified during conduct of the review are being tracked.

in a tracking system which is being reviewed per Restart Commitment #22. -

- 4. Completion of an independent verification.

Status:

This is in progress:

The crossover steam dump / turbine overspeed request, Technical Specification.

Change Request 196, has been submitted to the NRC.

181.
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. .

The request to eliminate single RCP operation is scheduled to be submitted to the.
'

NRC the weck of April 14,1997.
Offsite power availability changes are being discussed with analysis personnel since.

the present study does not support an amendment request.
The RWST boron concentration request was submitted to the NRC.*

.

%

e

e

l

e

e

e
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DESIGN DOCUMENTATION

Tit.le of Document Snrav AdAsive Tank Flow Cantroller 2Y1C-00926 A and 2YlC 00926D for Unit 2
Document Nurnber MR 95-035.

Rev.O Date May 30.1996
,

i .

.

--

D==t= F-- : and Purnemer

The purpose is to rnodify the cdstirig spray additivt tank flow conuollers for the containment spray
system in the control room. When the off/ normal position swssch is in the 'off position, the valve goesopen however the controller indacation neds claned

Also in this position, the switch puts 145mA through
the output meter and R72, enoseding the power rating of the resistor. The indication should read open to
match the valve position . By changing the wsring from a parallel to a series conneaion, these problems

,

would be eliminated.

gy.n m w -' paw

This wiring change has already been installed on the Unit i now controllers lYIC 00926A and 1YIC.
009268 and is fhactionsag quite well. To change the control circuit so that the position switch opens the
control circuit, rather than shortsag the circuit, the nonnalloff position switch on the flow controller must
be removed from its parallel aaaaarew to a mana in series with output poir.t 6.

No changes in the operation or failure mode will be made to the existing operation of the control circuit
logic. Only the changing of the winng will climinnec excess curnnt of 145mA flowing through the output
meter and R72 and provide impmved indienhaat on the controller. The inentineian will be done dunng
the unit 2 (U2R22) outage while the unit is in cold shutdown. The 2SI 831 A will be verified clcsed prior
to starting work in order to isolase the spray additive tank. Several of the Ocneral Design Criteria (GDC)
for Er.gineered Safety Features (ESF) are appbcable to the Containment Spray Syment This modification
does not effect the rewhnadmary,' '; ~ ^ =. lestabihty or whabdity of the system Therefore, the GDC

. are sausfied All wiring changes an internal to the contmilers, therefore train sepantion is not a concern
The circuit that is being madified is a low voltage instnanentation circuit.

%

.

Stroke testing will be performed to verify operation of the controller's position switch indication.

Denien Onie==># E.r 2:a_-

IWP 95 035-01
IWP 95-035 02

Working Drawings:

Foxboro Alpha WE-5362 SH.1, Rev.5A4

... .. .- . .... .. . . . . . . . - . . . -_
. . . . . . .

.
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NUCLEAR POWER DEPARTMENT SER
SAhfi V EVALUATION REPORT

Page1

Titic of Proposed Modification,
Change Winng Of Flow Controller 2YlC 926A and 2YlC-926B To The Spray Additive TankProcedure Change, Test or Experiment:
To Give The Correct Indication in The Control Room On Col

Reference Document (s) 4: MR 95 035, IWP 95-035 01,IWP 95-035 02

P.,,pired By:-
'

^ ' " ''
Reviewed By: : ,

Date: 5/30/96
, _ ,_

MSS Review /Date: ' - .7,hg /q /Date:-
.v - -

,

' MSS #:
*

Manager.PBNP Approval:
I

Date:

la lieu of MSS and Manager signature, attach PBF 0026d if scrial review has been condocted. (MSS and manager
approvals are not necessary for a determination of non-applicabilny.)

Section 1
Screemine - Determias*M If Safety Evabtion is Reautred

A.
Describe the snodtfication, procedure change, test, or experiment and its expected effects. Include
interim configurations or conditions.

This modification (95 035) will change the wiring from a parallel to a series connection in the flow controllers 2YlC 926A
and 2YIC 926B so that the position switch opens the control circuit rather than shorting the circuit.

B.
Does the change, test or experiment involve a change in the Technical Specification?
if a change is required, briefly desenbe what the change should be and why it is required.O Yes E No
NOTE: NRC ;;=4isrepiredpriorto' ;' tat %

.

C. Screening for 10 CFR 50 59 and 10 CFR 72 48 Armlicability-

1. 10 CFR 50 59 Screening:

Will any system, structure or component (SSC) described in the PBNP FSAR, including its
a.

O Yes @ Nofigures, be altered? (Refer to NP 10.3.1, step 3.1.2 for eWh This question may be
answred "no* although the SSC is dscd.sl in the PBNP FSAR.) *

b.
Could, witlun reasonable possibility, the proposed change affect the intended design, operation,O Yes @ Nofunction, or method of function, of an SSC important to safety which is desenbed in the P8NP
FSAR? (This includes intenm conditions.)

Will any procedure desenbed in the PBNP FSAR be altered? (Refer to NP 10.3.1,
c.

Attachinent A, Part E, for gnu .) C Yes @ No
d.

Will a test or expenment be performed which is not described in the PBNP FSAR and affects
the design, operation, function, or method of function, of an SSC important to safety which isO Yes @ No
describedin the PBNP FSAR?

Will impicmentation affect a prior 6 nted regulatory commhment to the NRC pertaining
.c.

to the design, operation, funcuon, or method of function, of an SSC important to safety which is O Yes@ No
describedin the PBNP FSAR?

BF 1515
emson4 o2/o1/96

, . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . aa +o a"'^~ i " *"^ ^ ^ N ^^*'A MIf 'A '0 #
-
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jiECI24R P0%ER DEPARTMENT
SEC_SAr a,i V EVALUATION REPORT

Page 2

Sectlam 1 - Can*8-adlaa

4

; f.
Is a 10 CFR 50.59 cvaluation seguired (are any of the above questions answered yes)?O Yes E No

i
'

i
NOTEt ifne, thanprovide bedsfer dedelen in Pet D.

gras, conydare Candaar J andl

' 2. 10 CFR 72 48 Scr~ain_= for the I - - +-4 L=a.! Puel Storane lan'allatiaMISFSIt
,

..

;

Will any system, strucsure, or component (SSC) desc'ribed in the ISFSI Ucensing Basis
s.

O Yes E No<t==ru, including its figures, be altered? (Refer to Step 3.1.2 for excepuon. This question
-

>

may be answered "no" although the SSC is described in the ISFSI 1 ir-ada- Basis documents.)
*

b.
Could, within reasonable possibility, the proposed change afect the intended design, operation, O YesE No

,
'

function, or method ofihnetion, of an SSC important to safety which is desen%ed in the ISFS!j
Licensing Basis documents? (This includes interim conditions.)

!
j c.

Will any procedures described in the ISFSI Licensing Basis documents be alterod?O Yes @ No
d.

Will a test or experiment be performed which is not descnbed in the ISFSI Licensing BasisO Yes E Noder.uments and affects the dceign, operation, funcuan, or tactbod of function, of an SSC ~
important to safety which is described in the ISFSI Licensing Basis %=~ats?

.

W
. ill isnplementauen affect a prior niaa-avad regulatory commitment to the NRC pennining

e.

O Yes @ Noto the design, operation, n%=, or method of function, of an SSC irnportant to safety wiuch is
desenbod in the ISFSI Licensing Basis stamments?

f.
Is a 10 CFR 72.48 evaluation required (are any of the above questions answered yes)?Yes @ No
NOTE: Fae, tAen provide easirfer daal I-- in phrt D.

'

yyes, eenplete Seedens 4 and5

D.
- Basis for determination that a safety evaluation is not required:

The changes that wil be reade in this modificanon involves unple viring changes to the flow controller ciruitry, Cunently,
ifyou turn the position switch to the 'off position, the valve goes full open but the indicanon on the controller reads cloemd
when it should read open. This inmallation involves changing the position switch from a parallel to a series rannarelant to
correct this problem. The technician will unplus and memove the controller from the main control board Col and completethe

in the shop. This installation will occur during the pened of cold shutdown dunng the unit 2 (U2R22) outage.The 2SI 3
valve will be shut to inhibit the flow of sodem hydronde. This modificahon does not change the operation

fthe failed position of the valve, just the indicahon on the controller. In completmg this inmallatian, it will reduce the risk
__

of failure of the controller. This anodification has no effect or the valve to perform its funcuan as desenbod in the FSAR 6.4.

This roodafication does not impact the ISFSt. This installation will not degrade or change the system or structure and
therefore a full saAey evaluation is not required.

631 A

BF.1513
twisseno G2/cl/96
> *
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' 'g]WP NUMBER:
'

95'-o M -c I p;g, i er_
INSTALLATION WOR!: "L*M

f.k. . A @:^*/ ?
f

PBNP MINOR PROCEDURE Q I
.

h R4 eg ; ?', g .
-

, y

6%
, . . - - . - -_

Applicable

% dom dde C--

i -

M.MNT.P'?" E WO*? 5^" COT WORK PLAN

.

WoFOR MODIFICATION # _ 9 #~ O M , MWRs _ 9(. 0 4 7
_.

INSTAt1ATION WORK PLAN TITLE
5PAnA .1 Aoo or wr % &_e 6,usueuaoe Vzc. - 914A

i

|

UNIT 1 O
OA SCOPE NON QA SCOPE

Originator
Date _ (r f 3 ! 9 b.~-

"

Reviewer _
.- Date. 7, , 9A

Final Designs
Group Head - Y 7, ---

Date
, .

Quality Engineer - -- -

Date . 2// 5/9/
,

installation *
'.

Group Head f

Dete /MM/.

^Manager -
Operations or DSS, g~

Date 7#, _
-. .

NOTE:
Changes to this work plan must be done with the concurrence of the
responsible or team en0ineer and the installation surpevisor, or as delineated within
the IWP.

DG-G02.5
Revision 0

i

.

64 4 9 kO O k k I I
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"

;- WO WORK PLAN
"

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926A For
IWP 95 035-01

Spray Additive Tank System on Col In The Control May 30,1996Room
UNIT 2

.-

--

:
1. SCOPE

,

.

1.1 '

The scope of this work plan is to imple nent wiring changes to correct indication
on the spray additive tank flow controller 2YIC 926A on C01 in the control
room and also to eliminate excess current of 145mA from flowing through the
output meter and R72, exceeding the power rating of the resistor, which wouddamage the resistor.

1.2
The pumose of this modification is to eliminate excess current of 145mA
flowing through the output meter and R72 and provide improved indications on
the controller 2YIC-926A.

1.3
This approach of this installation is to remove 2YIC-926A from C01 and
perform wiring changes within the controller. The work will be directed by thiswork plan.

1.4 This work is QA Scope,

1.5 Support Requirements

1. 5.1
Operations: Equipment isolation, tagouts

1. 5.2
I & C: Modification installation and testing

,

2.
PRE-INSTALLATION REOUIREMENTS

'

'

2.1 Referencen
*

.

2.1.1 Working Drawings:

A. Foxboro Alpha WE-5362, SH.1, Rev. 5

2.1.2 Permanent Drawings:

A. P&ID Westinghouse 110E035 SH. 3, Rev. 36

Page 1 of 8
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Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 976A For
IWP 95-035-01

Spray Additive Tank System on Col In The Control May 30,1996Room
UNIT 2

_ _ _

1

-
.

.

. . ..

2.1.3 ComponentInstmetion Manual 8.4
f

!
'

Foxboro Composite Book 4 00623A4 i

| Responsible engineer has assured that all references listed above are
,

approved and are either with the installation group or attached and!

assigned to the installation group.
j
,

.DateM f Df%
R.E.

1
, . -

12.2 '

Installation Preoaration Activities:
.

I
2.2.1 In this installation, no material is required. If any additional wiring is

needed, use wiring similar to the exisdag wiring in the controller.
Record Quality Assumnce Releaae(QAR) numbers on the work orders.

2.3 Idgn!jggytion of Permits Reouired

2.3.1 'Ihe work order for this work plan has been written and submitted to
CHAMPS. The WO number is 9604777.

2.4
Goerational Installation Prereaufsite_s:

2.4.1
The plant condition required is cold shwlown or refueling.

.

.

2.4.2 The spray additive tank outlet valve,2SI 831A must be tagged shut as'

the spray additive tank suction valve,2SI 836A will be stroked following
the installation of the modification per Operating Procedure 3C(OP-3C)

-

" Hot Shutdown To Cold Shutdown." _

2.4.3 Release For Installation

All of the above operational installation prerequisites have been met and
it is acceptable to proceed with the installation. ,

I !

DS! d
-- w ~ 7 ._. Date _(D Ite (oTime 2.2M6

,

I

Page 2 of 8
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'

WO WORK PLAN
- -

,

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926A For IWP 95-035 01
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,1996
Room
UNIT 2

__

-

2.4.4 All other installation prerequisites have been met. '

.

R.E.- Date[*r 9 '.s

3. INSTALLA 110N

3.1 OC Reaulrements
l

QC will be satisfied by the independent wire verification that will be performed
t.t the completion of the installation.

3.2 Installation Descrintion:

NOTE:
Defollowing is a detailed step by step listing of the actions necessary

to perfonn this IWP. nese steps can be completed in any logical order.
if any of the steps cannot be completed as written or a change is
necessary to complete the task, work must stop and the situation must
be discussed with the responsible engineer or the installation
supervisor.

3.2.1 Verify 2SI 831 A is danger tagged shut.
'

290 2S *u,y tS . ..

. .

OPS

3.2.2 1solate power to the controller by unplugging the power at the
controller.

*
, ,

' tNC

3.2.3 Remove flow controller,2YIC-926A, from C01, located in
the control room.

. . . .

.

'ik C
.

-

Page 3 of 8
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;- WO WORK PLAN
Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926A For IWP 95-035 01
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,1996
Room t

UNIT 2

~

.

3.2.4 Remove normalloff switch S7 from terminal board positions 6 stad the
-

negative side of the power suppl)[, the parallel connection,
a

I&C

| 3.2.5 Place the switch in series with output point 6 as shown per worLng
;

) drawing Foxboro WE-5362, SH,1 Rev. $A1.
i

.

I&D
3.2.6 Verify that wires listed in 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 have been moved.

Verifier 's Initials Date //J 6]; Time 112f2

3.2.7 Refurbish box capacitors with QA'd capacitors if necessary.
Q hkrt 09 \C .E. tc C. hk$ .4 d(.-

a

9 L C U w e ' fe k<reca LC-ted ic )fer K..r& '0
'

#

3.2.8 QC inspector to perform a visual inspection of module internals for
quality of work. Inspect for solder bridges and cold solderjoints..

QC's Initials _ ' _ ' ,,, Date // P- f/ Time / 9.'2_6',

/>/hT- 3.2.9 Bench test controller to verify proper wiring installation.

, ...

I'k C

3.2.10 lasert flow conttvile: 2YIC-926A into the control board, C01 then
reconnect power to the controller..

,-.

1&C_ _ _
FM-

3.2.11 check to make sure debris is cleaned up around location of work, then
installation is complete,

.

~
R.E.II.S.

Page 4 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN.

Change Wiring of Flow Connollers 2YIC 926A For IWP 95 035 01
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In he Control May 30,1996Room
UNIT 2 -

-_

,

..: ..

| 3.3 As Built Description

This IWP was installed by:
_ Date _ / /- of-96_ . ...

The installation was performed in accordance with this r#P and working
drawing Foxboro WE 5362. SH.1 Rev, SA1

Attach any additional documentation of this at built description to this IWP.

3.3.1 'Ihe installation of this IWP is complete.

R.E.

I.S.I ~ Date II|tt|ft.
'

-

L Date ///#m
4 TESTING

i

4.1 Testine Prereaufsites:

4.1.1 A stopwatch is needed for valve stroke testing.

4.2 Testine Information:

4.2.1 The intent of this testing is to verify the indicator on the controller
indicates open when the switch is off. Also these wiring changes
completed above should now eliminates excess curtem flowing through
the R72 resistor. *

,

NOTE 1:
De valve stroke open time is defEned as th> elppsed time when
the walve controllerisposidoned to the maximum open speedpo%n

.

in the manual mode and the due that the wntre open light is
received on the acdve status board.

NOTE 2:
De valve stroke closed time is defined as the elapsed time when
the valve controller is positioned to the maximum closed speedposition
in the manual mode and the time that the valve ceases modon in theclosed direedon by local observadon.

Page 5 of 8
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7 WO WORK PLAN
Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926A For IWP 95 035 01

i

Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,19%
Roorn
UNIT 2

1

i ---

! -

| 4.2.2 Place the switch in the manual position, and open 2St.836A. *
Record the tbne to open. f.J'J'

Check 1.ocal VPl that k indicates full open
~

'

Check 2SI 836A active status panel light is on.
,,,

,

-

OPT

4.2.3 Close 2SI 836A. p @
Record the time to close.71tSd M N O-
Check local VPl that it indicates full close
Check 2SI 836A active status panel light is off.. . _ .

0 4*rs,e lev %as (a.Jt)'t sa'mts' ow rsoo or Pmies.rne o.s.<es.r:anase uc onesetortwrW suuso at.e
tr menau as wn % ,rer sa
n wonm sa ~,4erp * awac rw. A-* *kaa (i. er) ' '

.rwe saversursa e.c OPSAcx>st of 27~r) Mar.nso ru.+1-' roast vs,,ow) * <*newr.
4.2,4

Place the switch in the auto position, or as directed by the DSS.

*
.

OPS

4.2.5 Check valve operability by comparing the valve data with the limi la
the IST Acceptance Criteria binder.

,

-

~

33.

4.2.6 Place 2SI 836A controller's normal /off switch to the off position.
Verify that the valve goes open and the controller indication reads
open as well.-

-.

OPS

4.2.7 Place 2SI-836A controller's normal /off switch to the nonnal position.
Verify that the valve goes closed and the controller indication reads
closed as well.

K Worn Souveoiwt 4' !
puce sa "uoernm.is 17/m, rea O.C oineenM ovw!,.rwirw uns

? n*mex=0 ro ~209, oou pumaa.v. Awe ocixm om or ,.rwr- Po.s mrJ (ici.nu no coarna)
ops

pggr rp reliu ;gyr p,<m ,3,,,,wm rsn-e wamo mtowrCot w y Avro, Vsue" " " ' " " .

w a . ~ < .n... q. r ,. ! 'sf L .* ..., i...i.,i e ,..s w . x . ,.. ,p
r< : ., s 6 y,.

s,i. t. .n.,..... a..u .. ~ : .. .........n .,
. ..
. - - - . .
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WO WORK PLAN.

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926A For IWP 95 03541
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,1996Room
UNIT 2

-

.

-

..

. .

.

.

4.3 Testing Results:

4.3.1
The testing of the installation has been completed and the results are
described below:
WA*- ~jAAL & LJJaan

-/J' f- f (/

'

4.3.2 The testing is completed and adequately tests the modification and the
associated installation:

~

Testing pupejvisfy,, Date #/*-/ /R.E. '
-

Date _ // - D h'

O

5.0 Restoration:

5.1 Pre-Accentance:

5.1.1 The following items need to be completed prior to acceptance:
.

A. All ECRs have final approvals.

All items that need to be completed prior to acceptance have been completed.-

I tR E. .

Date |1 3 9 /.-

5.2 System Restoration:
_

5.2.1 Realign system as required for normal operations /per DSS. Systemready for release.

.I .

DSS _- ',
___ Date M"NTimel

Page 7 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN.
.

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926A For
IWP 95 035-01Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control fr. y 30.1996Room

UNIT 2
_

i

- .
.

. .
,

-

,

6.0 Restoration:

s6.1 Conditional Acceotance

6.1.1 The following items cannot be accepted and require resolution of the
ilsted conditions. Interim operating conditions are also listed
below(attach additional documenu. tion as necessary).

-.

6.1.2 Cone.urrence with Conditional Acceptance
'

Mgr of Acceptance Group / DSS
Date ar et S(.

6.2 Final Accentance ,

,

5.2.1 ReCen system u required for normal operations /per DSS. System
.

ready for release.

..
.

Mgr of Acceptance Group / DSS, ite / / N 'Y'
'

RETURN THE COMPLETED IWP AND MODIFICATION RFQUEST TO
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER

,

*

Page 8 of 8
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'fWP NUMBER: 95 - o 3 T- 6 2
*

Page I of _
,

INSTALLATION WORK PLAN
_ _ _

. - _

PBNP MINOR PROCEDURE
-

.

qwck Ase

Apphcable j

M,k
- *
'

.

Mi,inimNu,E Wurm negUt3T WORK PLAN b
.

.

.

FOR MODIFICATION # N'OM f
(n O d 7 O, Mwna

INSTAlt.ATION WORK PLAN TITLE
5pwr Abm m s wr M sw ton n.o u Y.fd ~ 9%(,8

_

-_

-

UNIT 2- b QA SCOPE b NON OA. SCOPE

Originator ,
Date l# D iib, , ,, , . _ -

,

Data 7!Z3 kdReviewef ~

iFinal Design
Group Head

.Date - U k~
- s

!

Quahty Engineet ., '

Date F/'M 7[
'

Installation .

/Group Head
- - - - - -- -. Date - 7/# #y, . . y - -_

Manager . M,'@?
Operations or DS$'_

Date '

7 I / *

NOTf: Chances to this work plan must be done with the concurrence of the
responsible or team oneineer and the instanation surpevisor, or as delineated wrthin
the IWP.

DG-G02.5
Revision 0 i

.

,e e e un e a e ee. 4 O**** O"*" 000NO O O08 *b
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WO WORK PLAN
Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926B For IWP 95-035 02
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,1996
Room
UNIT 2

_ .-

:

-
.,

. .

1. SCOPE

1.1
The scope of this work plan is to implement wiring changes to correct indication
on the spray additive tank flow controller 2YIC-926B on C01 la the control
room and also to eliminate excess current of 145mA from flowing through the
output meter and R72, exceeding the power rating of the resistor, which would
damage the resistor.

.

1.2
The purpose of this modification is to elimtwe excess current of 145mA

i
flowing through the output meter and R72 and provide improved indications on

! the controller 2YIC-926B.

1.3 This approach of this installation is to remove 2YIC-926B from C01 and

perform wiring changes within the controller. The work will be directed by this
work plan.

1.4 This work is QA Scope,

1.5 Support Requirements

1. 5.1 Operations: Equipment isolation, tagouts

1. 5.2 I & C: Modification installation and testing

2. PRE-INSTAT f.4 TION REQUrnMENTS
'

'

2.1 Refmi.:es;
.

2.1.1 Working Drawings:

A. Foxboro Alpha WE 5362, SH 1. Rev. SAQ l

2.1.2 Permanent Drawings:
.

A. P&ID Westinghouse 110E035 SH. 3, Rev. 36

|

Page 1 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN
- -

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926B For IWP 95 035 02
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In The Control May 30,1996
Room
UNIT 2

_

-
.

2.1.3 Component Instruction Manual 8.4
. ..

Foxboro Composite Book 4 00623A4

Responsible engineer has assured that all references listed above are
'

approved and are either with the installation group or attached and
assigned to the installation group.

R. E. ~ * * * " " Date 9!Z7 f%j
-

-
|

2.2 '

Installation Prenaration Activities:

2.2.1 In this installation, no materialis required. If any additional wiring is
needed, use wiring similar to the existing wiring in the controller.
Record Quality Assurance Release (QAR) numbers on the work orders.

2.3
Identification of Permits Reouired

2.3.1 The work order for this wott plan has been written and subitted to
CHAMPS. The WO nurtber is 9604770.

2.4
Ooerational Installation Prereauisites:

2.4.1
The plant condition requhtd is cold shutdown or refueling.

.

2.4.2 The spray additive tank outlet valve,2SI-831 must be tagged shut as$yft,
the spray additive tan); suction valve,2SI 83

11 be stroked following'

9/18b the installation of the modification per Ope
Procedure 3C(OP-3C)

.,

'~

" Hot Shutdown To Cold Shutdown."

2.4.3 Release For Installation

All of the above operational installation prerequkhes have been met and
it is acceptable to p,roceed with the installation.

~

DSS _ ._. Date I W Time 227,
. .

Page 2 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN
. .

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC-926B For
Spray Additive Tank System on Col In The Control IWP 95-035 02

May 30,1996Room
UNIT 2

.

- .

-

2.4.4
All other in,stallation prerequisites have been met..* .

R.E.
p ,_ Date /04 7de

3. INSTAfL4 TION

3.1 OC Reauirements

QC will be satisfied by the independent wire verification that will be perfonnedat the completion of the installation.
!

3.2 Installation Deerintinnt

Non:
nefollowing is a detaUed step-by-step lisdag of the actions necessary

to perform this IWP Dese steps can be conpletedin any logical order
If any of the . steps cannot be completed as written or a change is.

be discussed with the re*p="& engineer or the installationnecessary to complete the task, work neust stop andthe situation must
supervisor. '

3.2.1 Verify 2SI 831 A la danger tagged shut.
.2 2A .2 5 in.g iA w-

"
OPS *

3.2.2 Isolate power to the controller by unplugging the power at the ,
controller.

-.
.

1&C

3.2.3 Remove flow controller,2YlC 926B, from C01, located in
the control room,

s

-
.. -

I&C

Page 3 of 8,
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WO WORK PLAN
- -

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926B For IWP 95 035 02
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 Tri The Control May 30,19%
Room
UNIT 2

-
.

3.2.4 Remove normal /off switch S7 from terminal board positions 6 and the
.

negative side of the power supply, tlw par:llel connection. *

. . . ,
,

!&C

3.245 Place the switch in series with output point 6 as shown per working
drawing Foxboro WE 5362, SH.1. Rev. 5A1.

I

/,

,

I&D

3.2.6 Verify that wires listed in 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 have been moved.

Verifier 's Initials __ _ Date 10-li/-9/oTime.43e0

3.2.7 Refurbish box capacitors with QA'd capacitors if necessary.
Y&92Q ,,jj'(A!KtfCC Afor ftttActp ts) NFn)

AM4/ $(Mctu A fosso. I&C
_ _

3.2.8 QC inspector to perform a visual inspection of module internals for
quality of work, inspect for solder bridges and cold solderjoints.

QC's Initials , , * I Date /43/-Xc Time / Mo-

fMF 3.2.9 Bench test controller to verify proper wiring installation.
.

~ 'C
'

&

3.2.10 Insert flow controller 2YIC-926B into the control board, C01 then
reconnect power to the controller..

.

_

I&C

f/V- 3.2.11 Check to make sure debris is cleaned up around locetion of work, then
installation is complete.

.

,

..

R.E./I.S.

Page 4 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN
-- -

Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926B For IWP 95-035-02
Spray Additive Tank System on C01 In 'Ihe Control May 30,1996
Room
UNIT 2

.

-

.... ..

3.3 As-Buut Description '

,

'Ihis IWP was installed by:__ _ Date _ I//R/f/
'

The installation was performed in accordance with this IWP and working
drawing Foxboro WE 5362, SH.1, Rev. 5A1

Attach any additional documentation of this as-built description to this IWP.l

3.3.1 'Ihe installation of this,IWP is complete.

R.E. f Date [4 " ~1/*-. . , ,

1.S.
Date HF/9/

4 TESTING

4.1 Testina Prereouisites:

4.1.1 A stopwatch is needed for valve stroke testing.

4.2 Tesdae Informadon:

4.2.1 The intent of this testing is to verify the indicator on the controller
indicates open when the switch is off. Also these wiring changes
completed above should now c11rsinates excess current flowing through -
the R72 resistor.

NOTE 1:
De volve seeke open tinne is defEned as the el psed time when

.

A
the valve conneller ispositioned to the maximum open speedposiden
in the manual mode and the time that the valve open light is
neeived on the active status boant.

NOTE 2:
The valve stroke closed time is defined as the elapsed time when
the valve controller ispositioned to the maximum closed speedposiden
in the manual mode and the time that the valve ceaees medon in the
closed dirteden by local observation.

.

Page 5 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN
-

Change Wiring of Flow Contmilers 2YIC-926B For
IWP 95 035-02

Spray Additive Tank System on Col In 1he Centrol May 30,19%Room-
UNIT 2

.
~

4.2.2 Place the switch in the manual position, and open 2S1436B. *
.

Record the time to open._ L 41

Check Local VPI that it indicates full opend -'

Check 2SI 836B active status panellight is on._ .
_

,-

OPS

4.2.3 Close 2SI-836B. -

O
Record the time to close.M" D E'
Check Local VPI that it indicates full close| .-
Check 2SI 836B active status panel light is off._

Qp.4 w ~1L~s. (f./I), rnc et4~nj tao' econ oc Mso
,.-

uudeerti .cuuco veve od %m *wrneo or twat
countma s.f wrv' n>ev cr~owrm oJ ,m, .rer' vat vE. A"* *Timost (2.92) --

o ,

ocact twers*1 ouGMkstd & 9 73M*d 0 4*
.D'* 90 }| W fs1 J ef ~1 % 9Y"' M ftr**'TTM odI av tf /4 M 1''
*

4.2.4 Place the switch in the auto position, or as dimeted by the DSS.
e

_ _ _ e-

OPS,
,

4.2.5 Check valve operability by comparing the valve data with the limits in
the IST Acceptance Criteria binder.

.

. . . .

. '

4.2.6 Place 2SI 836B controller's normal /off switch to the off position.
Verify that the valve goes open and the controller indication reads- open as well.

-
.

OPS

4.2.7 Place 2SI-836B controller's normal /off switch to the normal position.
Verify that the valve goes closed and the controller indication reads
closed as well.

.l
W.( % fung b urgo g ,,) (Y?g vnt A*4 0$$ DIRfori&, Wbth|!W117d WM OPS

PLMfC in/ ' A/PRnL+U VALV5 60VAW4 W 0F M
so serveao n ~ao,9, ,w mmem ww rm PASone') (Lotntsn' Awo twrPouothnm we.mo u,mf! M W W Avrn,'/A<vs wowr ro Pa( / <.) ge 6 of 8 (*VM- swr' WW Jov rrad WMP m a *Atoa.,,.n .

. . . . 7,ga. , m. . . . .. .s. & Ag,,s eg g g g .;a w g;.(,J,,.,f f ; y,,.,, 1. . . .
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WO WORK PLAN
Change Wiring of Flow Controllers 2YIC 926B For IWP 95-035-02
Spray Additive Tank System on Col in The Control May 30,1996
Room
UNIT 2

'

.
__

-

.

. .

e

.

4.3 Testine Resultu
.

4.3.1 The testing of the installation has been completed and the results are
described below:

_ M n M4 M/2 ,;d r
.(/ r / v

,
._

'

4.3.2 The testing is completed and adequately tests the modification and the
associated installation:

!
Testing Supervispr _ ,_, D ate _ # ; > -f /-

R.E. . _ Date //-J s Av
__

.

5.0 Pestoration:

5.1 Pre Acceotance!

5.1.1 The following hems need to be completed prior to acceptance:

A. All ECRs have final approvals.
'

.

All items that need to be completed prior to acceptance have been completed.
' -

R' E. _ __.

Date#{f9L
,. .

I
5.2 System Restoration:,

5.2.1 Realign system as required for normal operations /per DSS. System
ready for telease.

.,

DSS-
Date 4 W*T4 Timel7f4

Page 7 of 8
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WO WORK PLAN
Change Wiring of Flow Controllets 2YlC 926B For
Spray Additive Tank System on Col In The Control IWP 95-035-02

May 30,1996Room
. UNIT 2

'

S
4

.
, ,

.

6.0 Ecstoration:

6.1
Conditional Accentance

,

{
6.1.1 The following items cannot be accepd and require resolution of the

listed conditions. Interim operating conditions are als,

--below(attach additional dovution as necessary).o listed

I_

,
,

-

-

_

-

6.2.2 Concurrence with Conditional Acceptance

Mgr of Acceptance Group / DSS ,,
_ _ Date jz.a,e

6.2 Final Accergngs
.

5.2.1 Realign system as required for normal operations /per DSS Systemready for release. .

'e.
-

Mgr of Acceptance Group / DSS _
_Due U YM

RETURN TI,IE COMPLETED IWP AND MODIFICATION REQUEST TO
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER

Page 8 of 8
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POINT BEACil UNIT 2 RESTART COMMITNIENT
INDEPENDENT REVIEW RESULTS

.

Commitment ID Number,55 '

Commitment Descriotion
. .;'

The following modification will be in an accepted status (i.e., the applicable physical work completed, post.
,

maintenance and retum to service testing completed satisfactorily, and the associated component / system being
declared operable) prior to being required to be operable per Technical Specifications: Modi 6 cation 95-035 - modify
Containment Spray additive tank controller circuit.

.

Review Methodoloev

| Review modification with Responsible Engineer.
1
'

Review modi 6 cation scope, and if scope was changed, determine change rationale and if there is any safety impact.

Review modification design and installation documents against scope. Identify and review documentation acceptanceitems.t

!

Verify that the documentation is adequate and that the documentation acceptance items have been completed and
documented..

Review the modification tests to verify that the tests are appropriate and were successfully completed.

Determine if Condition Reports (CRs) were generated in performance of this modification and verify that they are
documented / tracked.

Review Results
.

Discussed modification with the Responsible Engineer (RE). No issues or concems regarding installation and
acceptance of the modification were identified by the RE. -

The modification package (MR 96-058), Safety Evaluation screening, and WO Work Plans were revieb. The
safety evaluatiw matched the modification Snal design and Work Plan (both in scope and content), ne scope of the
modification %s not changed during installation.

Ahhough the use of a Safety Evaluation screening is appropriate, the basis for the screening lacked substance
regarding the impact of the' wiring change (l.c., screening did not discuss why the wiring change would not affect the
valve position, the safety significance of the output indication, or what the impact of going from a parallel circuit to a
series circuit has on the controller). Restart Commitment Item # 17 will review Safety Evaluation screenings
performed in 1996 to identify and resolve weaknesses and inconsistent trends generic to the screenings. No action is
required under commitment item #55 to resolve this issue, in addition, the write-up discussion in Section D
incorrectly referenced the valve as 2SI-8831A instead of 2SI 831A. The RE has been notified of the errant valve
number in order to make a pen and ink change.

Page 1 of 2
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EOINT BEACil UNIT 2 RESTART COMMITMENT
INDEPENDENT REVIEW RESULTS

Commitment ID Number 55
*

.

Re inodification has bec s satisfactorily installed. No ECRs were Senerated in
support of this Inodificition

Based on review of the Documentation Update Sheet (DUS) no documentaticompleted.
,

on acceptance items are required to be
,

Bench testing of the controller, functional testing ofindication and valve and
satisfactorily completed ani signed off. Based on the scope of this instauntion thof results to IT-06 acceptance enteria were conducted as PMT for the modificatiomanual stroke testing with cer mison

,

n. The PMT actions have heninstallation.
ese test are appropriate for $c

,

During stroke testing of tho 2SI 836A and 2SI 836B vahts the Ops engin
3

when the valve controller was in manual mode and then placed in the normaleering noted in step 4.2.7 of the IV? that
,

then bounced partially open (20% and 30%). he test was repeat d i
n the automatic mode and perfomiedposition and closed, the valve c!csed and

cause. The IWP did not indicate that a successful manual test was achievedsatisfactorily. I & C investigated the manual test and noted that a capacitor disch
e

.

arge while it was turned off us the

I discussed this IWP step with the Operations Coordinator, it was a concem th
valve to bounce to a semi-open position did not have a corrective fix or explanation a tat the condition which caused de
Operations and I & C departments have been notified of the concern with thi is o why this was acceptable.be completed for Unit 2 restart.

s ssue. Resolution of this issue needs to

No Condition Reports have been generated in performance of MR 95-035 Thi
.

.

interview with the Responsible Engineer and performing an electronic ss was concluded based on an
Modification number and Work Order number as search criteria.

.

earch of the NUTRK system using the

Conclusion

De Operations and I & C depanments need to resolve the concern regarding th836A and 2SI 836B prior to Unit 2 exitmg Cold Shutdown.e manual stroke test of valve 25b

Restan Commitment 455 which would impede Unit 2 start upBased on this independent review, following the resolution of the above issu
.

e, there are no other items involved ch

.

Reviewer:,
_ . _

_

/
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